Dr. W. Kent Fuchs

Dr. W. Kent Fuchs became the University of Florida’s 12th president in January 2015.

Most recently the provost of Cornell University, Dr. Fuchs’ experience combines academic leadership as a provost, dean and department chair; a distinguished career as an engineering professor; and graduate education in both engineering and divinity. In accepting the presidency, Dr. Fuchs outlined his overarching goal for UF: to elevate its stature, as measured by quality and comparative excellence, to that of one of the nation’s best public universities.

President Fuchs will pursue this objective by continuing to lead the university’s preeminence plan, along with a campus-wide goal-setting effort to set objectives for the next five and ten years. He will seek to significantly increase UF’s endowment; enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of university operations; and establish UF as a national leader and voice for higher education.

The UF presidency is a natural next step for Dr. Fuchs, who spent six years as Cornell’s provost. There, he led the creation of a new technology campus in New York City, launched a universitywide initiative to raise Cornell’s academic stature and was a key leader of Cornell’s fundraising efforts. He was appointed provost after serving as the university’s Joseph Silbert Dean of Engineering from 2002 to 2008. He joined Cornell from Purdue University, where he headed the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering from 1996 to 2002. He was a professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and the Coordinated Science Laboratory at the University of Illinois from 1985 to 1996.

He is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Association of the Advancement of Science, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the Association for Computing Machinery, and has received numerous awards for teaching and research.

President Fuchs earned his doctorate in electrical and computer engineering from the University of Illinois, and a master of divinity from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in Chicago. He credits divinity school with teaching him communication and community-building skills, and to balance his innately analytic perspective with a deep appreciation for people and for human relationships. He also holds a master of science from the University of Illinois and a bachelor of science in engineering from Duke University.

Dr. Fuchs is married to Linda Moskeland Fuchs, an art historian whose scholarship centers on the sculpture of sarcophagi created in the first centuries of Christian art-making. Mrs. Fuchs has two master’s degrees in art history, from the University of Chicago and Cornell, and a third in Biblical studies, from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. She is active in campus and community life, including spending six years on the board of Chesterton House, a center for Christian studies at Cornell, the past three years as chair.

The Fuchses have three sons and a daughter, Micah, Eric, Isaac and Christine. Eric and their daughter-in-law, Mikaela, have a baby boy named Henry.

Born on an Oklahoma farm in 1954, President Fuchs spent much of his youth in Alaska before moving to Miami, where he graduated from Miami Killian Senior High School. His two younger brothers and stepmother live in South Florida.
On behalf of the University of Florida and our administration, faculty and staff, I would like to extend my heartfelt congratulations to you, the Class of 2016, and to your family and friends.

Today’s ceremony celebrates your considerable accomplishment in completing a degree program at one of the world’s great universities. I share your pride and excitement, and I am confident that your degree — and the skills and experience you acquired while at this university — will serve you well in your careers and lives.

As you enjoy this celebration, you may already be headed for graduate school or a professional opportunity. I urge you to pursue your highest career aspirations while remaining attuned to your capacity to make meaningful and lasting change in people’s lives.

UF graduates have a long history of service to others, and I know you will continue that tradition “For the Gator Good.”

It has been a privilege to have you as a part of our community, and the university is better for your time here. I hope you remain connected to UF as active alumni and members of the Gator Nation.

Good luck, best wishes, and Go Gators!

W. Kent Fuchs
PHOTOGRAPHS — The university requests that all commencement guests remain in their seats while taking photographs; no guests are permitted in the graduates’ seating area. Photographs of the graduates as they cross the stage are available through companies that have contracts with the university. Color photographs are available from University Photography, PO Box 2454, Tuscaloosa, AL 35403-2454, 205-391-9500.
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Distinguished Alumnus Award

Henry R. Boekhoff

Henry R. Boekhoff has been widely recognized as a leader in the field of school finance and for his dedication to improve the quality of public education across Florida during a career spanning four decades.

Dr. Boekhoff has served as deputy superintendent and chief financial officer for many of the state’s largest school districts, including Miami-Dade, Palm Beach and Orange counties, where he displayed a passion for education and commitment to schools and communities.

More recently, Dr. Boekhoff served as co-CFO of Florida Virtual School, the country’s first statewide Internet-based public high school and a provider of online K-12 education programs.

Dr. Boekhoff earned three degrees from the University of Florida. In 1966, he received a bachelor’s degree in business and he returned to receive a master’s in education in 1970 and a doctorate in education leadership in 1978.

During his long career, he has helped shape the formula that funds Florida public schools and advocated for fair and equitable school funding. He coined the phrase “adequacy and equity” to highlight the inequitable distribution of education funding caused by the wide disparity in property values between rich and poor counties in Florida.

Noted for his expertise in Florida’s school finance formula, Dr. Boekhoff’s leadership helped Florida craft one of the most equitable education funding formulas in the nation.

His expertise in the complexities of the Florida Educational Finance Program (FEFP) and in the field of school finance has been recognized by governors, legislators, commissioners of education, school superintendents and school boards.

Dr. Boekhoff is the founder and first chairman of the Florida School Finance Council, an expert group of public school professionals that advise the state commissioner of education on fiscal policy.

He also received a fellowship to study school finance with the National Educational Finance Project, which is funded by the U.S. Department of Education. During this time, he conducted public school finance studies for several state legislatures.

Often referred to as the “dean” of school finance officers in Florida, Dr. Boekhoff has frequently been sought by Florida school officials to consult on school financial matters. School districts have benefited from his advice and coaching to solve complex funding issues.

His work has been consistently recognized for addressing financing challenges while balancing the priorities of students and the needs of teachers, administrators and communities.
Lewis P. Shapiro

Dr. Lewis P. Shapiro is a professor and director of the School of Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences at San Diego State University, with research expertise in the linguistic, cognitive and neuroscience underpinnings of speech and language processing.

He was born in New York and grew up in south Florida. He graduated from the University of Florida in 1974 with his B.A., from the University of Memphis with his M.A. (Speech-Language Pathology) in 1977, and his Ph.D. (Psychology; Linguistics and Cognitive Science) from Brandeis University in 1987. Dr. Shapiro’s first academic research position was at the Harold Goodglass Aphasia Research Center at the Boston University School of Medicine from 1986 to 1988. His next position, from 1988 to 1995, was in psychology at Florida Atlantic University’s Center for Complex Systems and Brain Sciences. Dr. Shapiro’s first clinical position was in Levy County, Fla., and his other clinical positions included Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston and Santa Clara County, Cal.

Dr. Shapiro began his current university position at San Diego State in 1995. His research often focuses on clinical populations, including adult stroke survivors who have aphasia, and children who have been diagnosed with cognitive and language disorders. More recently, Dr. Shapiro has used cytoarchitectonics to understand the functional role of various brain regions subsequent to brain damage.

Dr. Shapiro co-directs the Language and Neuroscience Group Laboratory at SDSU where doctoral students, masters and undergraduate students are mentored. He is also a founding member and on the executive committees for the SDSU/UCSD Joint Doctoral Program in Language and Communicative Disorders, and the SDSU Center for Clinical and Cognitive Neuroscience. Dr. Shapiro has been a high-volume Principal Investigator at SDSU and has had continuous NIH funding since 1988. He is also a PI on an NIH training grant since 2005 that funds several doctoral students.

Dr. Shapiro has published approximately 60 peer-reviewed research papers, with approximately 150 peer-reviewed and invited presentations, and has edited two books on language and the brain, most recently a textbook for graduate students in clinical speech-language pathology and neuropsychology. He has been a long-standing grant reviewer for the National Institutes of Health as well as for the Department of Veterans Affairs. Dr. Shapiro has received outstanding alumnus awards from the University of Memphis and Brandeis University, as well as outstanding faculty awards from San Diego State University.

Dr. Shapiro’s impactful scientific contributions include some of the first work using linguistic theory to investigate language processing in aphasia, the first online work on the role of predicate-argument structure in sentence processing in both neurologically healthy individuals and those with aphasia, some of the first work investigating the role of intonation and prosody in online sentence processing, work suggesting the separation of lexical from syntactic processing routines and cutting-edge collaborative work examining the efficacy of a treatment approach for sentence production and comprehension deficits in aphasia.
Awards to Outstanding Scholars

The Selection Committee for Outstanding Scholars considers grade point average, curriculum, academic awards, research projects or honors thesis. Four-year scholars must have started as freshmen at UF and have no more than minimal work at other institutions.

Natalie Heim  
Four-Year Scholar

What is your proudest Gator moment?
When I read a professor’s letter of recommendation, with permission, for an internship. I was blown away and overcome with pride over what he had to say about me. It is amazing when others see strengths in you that you haven’t seen yourself.

What is something every Gator should know?
Nobody knows exactly what he or she wants to do and how they are going to get there. We are all figuring it out along the way, often through mistakes and missteps. Try things that scare you; embrace things that change you; and just be committed to the journey.

What is your favorite Gator icon or tradition?
Albert and Alberta. Nothing will replace doing the Gator chomp with our mascots at the Swamp, surrounded by devoted fans having the time of our lives. We aren’t just rooting for the team; we are all rooting for each other.

Who are the Gators who inspire you?
Those who are passionate about what they are striving for. These people are innovators, creators and go-getters, and they won’t settle for less than they deserve.

What is the most important lesson you learned from (or taught to) a fellow Gator?
Take initiative. In anything you do, don’t wait to be told or asked. Just do, and do whatever it is with integrity and pride. This lesson has permeated my whole life, and I can only hope it has rubbed off on those around me, as well. When you know the power of initiative, it’s incredibly motivating.

Which UF affiliations or activities nurtured you most?
WUFT-TV nurtured, matured and prepared me for the real world. It taught me time management and professionalism. It granted me hands-on learning while being able to provide a service to the local community by proving a source of relevant news.

How will you pay it forward?
I cannot wait for the day I can help UF students obtain their dreams. I am so incredibly grateful to the Gators, supervisors, family, friends and friends of friends who have given me networking help or guidance.

Mary King  
Four-Year Scholar

What is your proudest Gator moment?
Graduating in the Swamp after four years of hard work, academic challenges and great times in The Gator Nation.

What is something every Gator should know?
It’s always OK to ask for help when you need it. Your fellow Gators have a lot of knowledge and support to offer, so don’t be afraid to reach out to them. They are almost always happy to help.

What is your favorite Gator icon or tradition?
Saturdays in the Swamp during the fall. I love the atmosphere, bright colors and traditions of Gator game days, especially when the crowd sings “We Are the Boys” at the start of the fourth quarter.

Who are the Gators who inspire you?
My grandfather, Robert Bryan, is a former English professor, provost and interim president of the University of Florida. He inspired me to come to UF and follow his footsteps as an English major. My uncle, Matt Bryan, my mother, Lyla King, and my brother Robbie are all Gators, and I am proud to continue my family’s UF tradition as a third-generation Gator.

What was your most fulfilling UF role?
My experiences as a member of the executive board and then executive officer team of the Student Honors Organization. I helped plan events for Honors students, helped mentor first-year Honors Gators and made lasting friendships with smart, motivated people.

Which UF affiliations or activities nurtured you most?
The Honors program helped me transition from a small high school to a large state university. It introduced me to some of my best friends and most inspirational mentors, and it helped me grow into my Gator identity. I joined some of my Honors friends in Phi Mu sorority as a sophomore. Phi Mu supported me in every endeavor and gave me the confidence to pursue my dreams.

What will your legacy be?
The lives I have touched at UF, particularly in my sorority. I want to leave a legacy of inspiring intellectual curiosity, determination and compassion for others.
Awards to Outstanding Scholars

The Selection Committee for Outstanding Scholars considers grade point average, curriculum, academic awards, research projects or honors thesis. Four-year scholars must have started as freshmen at UF and have no more than minimal work at other institutions.

Jacklyn Locklear
Four-Year Scholar

What is your proudest Gator moment? 
Traveling to compete with the UF equestrian team and representing UF at our regional competition.

What is something every Gator should know? 
UF has many resources. All you have to do is be proactive and take every opportunity that is presented to you.

What is your favorite Gator icon or tradition? 
Football season. It is so cool to be part of traditions that have been around for so long. It gives me chills every time I sing “We Are the Boys” while standing side-by-side students and alumni.

Who are the Gators who inspire you? 
Every student I meet. Students at UF are so diverse and involved in so many amazing activities. Everyone here inspires me to work hard and achieve my goals.

What is the most important lesson you learned from (or taught to) a fellow Gator? 
Have fun while you’re here because four years fly by.

What was your most fulfilling UF role? 
Volunteering with the Mobile Outreach Clinic because I know I drastically improved the lives of many people by providing free medical services to those in need.

Which UF affiliations or activities nurtured you most? 
The UF Equine Equestrian Club because it provided an outlet for me to grow as a leader.

How will you pay it forward? 
Mentoring fellow students and guiding them along their undergraduate journey.

What will your legacy be? 
Improving the scope of the UF equestrian team. Inspiring students I tutored to succeed academically and attain their goals.

Sean Taasan
Four-Year Scholar

What is your proudest Gator moment? 
Putting on my white coat for the first time as a member of the UF College of Medicine class of 2019 was a moment I’ll never forget. It validated the hard work I put in over the past four years to make my dream of becoming a physician come true.

What is something every Gator should know? 
The only way to grow is to reach outside your comfort zone. Look for opportunities that challenge you, the ones that demand more out of you. You have four years at this incredible institution, and time you’re not trying to make yourself a little better is time you’ll later wish you could have back.

Who are the Gators who inspire you? 
I am surrounded by classmates who work tirelessly to make themselves better — better as individuals and better as future physicians. Watching them work is a constant inspiration to me — a reminder that what we do now counts and can allow us to have a greater impact in the future.

What was your most fulfilling UF role? 
Serving as the site officer for the Equal Access Clinic Network at Main Street allowed me to play a crucial role in providing health care to the underserved population of Gainesville and Alachua County. Being part of something with meaningful consequences for real people is an experience I will never forget.

How will you pay it forward? 
The path to being accepted to medical school is one of the greatest challenges an undergraduate can face. Knowing how difficult it can be, I am always looking for opportunities to serve as the same type of mentor as those who paved the way for me. Without the advice I received, I could never have achieved everything I have, and I hope to pass that support on to the next generation.

What will your legacy be? 
I hope I’ll be remembered as someone who cared. Someone who took the extra time or effort to do what was right rather than what was easy. More importantly, I hope that when younger students look at me they’ll be inspired to strive to do the same thing.
Jennifer Sierra
Two-Year Scholar

What is your proudest Gator moment?
Every time someone asks me or my family what university I was attending, and we very proudly answered: “University of Florida.”

What is something every Gator should know?
UF offers countless opportunities to provide students the best experience in all dimensions of their lives. There isn’t an excuse to not fit in, because the UF community goes out of its way to make you feel at home.

What is your favorite Gator icon or tradition?
The orange and blue. They are such unusual, bright colors that nobody (not even non-fashion-oriented people) would wear them unless they were extremely proud of their university. I find it magical on game day — everyone wearing the same colors — as proof that race, gender and ethnic categories are no longer meaningful in context that we all feel united by one university.

Who are the Gators who inspire you?
Each and every one I see while walking on campus. We have a very smiley community that makes me feel welcome and inspires me to continue through my day with the best attitude.

What is the most important lesson you learned from (or taught to) a fellow Gator?
From various professors, students and staff members, that I should feel confident and proud of myself. After experiencing hardships throughout my life and still being able to make it to the University of Florida makes each of these experiences worth it.

What was your most fulfilling UF role?
Participating in research opportunities. Whether studying abroad or conducting my senior thesis, I felt I was not only fulfilling my personal interests but also the university’s interests. As the UF website says, we are all here to “strive for a better world through better research.”

Which UF affiliations or activities nurtured you most?
The Minority Mentor program. I was invited to participate my first term at UF. I was full of insecurities and fears. With the help of this program, I became more confident and wasn’t afraid of participating in class or going to my professors’ offices.

How will you pay it forward?
By becoming a leader in my field. I will always make myself available to support other people who might be experiencing the same feelings I once experienced, such as lacking confidence.

What will your legacy be?
To fulfill UF’s purpose of making a better world through future research projects, professional and personal endeavors. I will make sure my actions have the Gator signature on them.
Awards to Outstanding Student Leaders

The Selection Committee for Outstanding Graduating Student Leaders considers the quality and scope of leadership activities, universitywide leadership, experience, special awards, recognition and recommendations of faculty, staff and students.

Blake Murphy
Outstanding Leader

What is your proudest Gator moment?
Learning that my two younger brothers would come to the University of Florida. After introducing them to campus and helping them with their applications, knowing I have been able to make my campus better for them means so much to me.

What is something every Gator should know?
Every Gator counts. We have such an outstanding campus, I hope every student feels connected and welcomed. In times of need or turmoil, you can always reach out to another student because of our shared commitment to look out for each other.

What is your favorite Gator icon or tradition?
Participating in the Preview program. As an orientation leader, I have been able to see firsthand how important the transition from high school to college can be on a student’s time at UF.

Who are the Gators who inspire you?
Administrators in Student Affairs. They share an “on-call” emergency cell phone and are ready 24/7 to help students in need. I met a student in crisis on Christmas Eve one year and these administrators were able to work for students even then.

What is the most important lesson you learned from (or taught to) a fellow Gator?
Empathy is key to leadership. Learning about what matters to the students you are working for and staying in tune with the feelings of the students you’re working with can greatly influence the success of the team.

What was your most fulfilling UF role?
Chair of the Newell Hall Student Advisory Board. Being able to watch my ideas on renovating the building go from paper to become permanent fixtures of a campus building is something I will be able to show my children one day.

Which UF affiliations or activities nurtured you most?
Being a Preview staffer. I met thousands of incoming students and learned so much about all the different kinds of people that comprise The Gator Nation. From our diverse student body to our top-notch campus partners, this experience taught me so much about how our university runs and operates.

Robert Pomeroy
Outstanding Leader

What is your proudest Gator moment?
When I was selected the 2015 Homecoming king at Gator Growl. My family was in the audience and it was exciting to share the experience with them.

What is something every Gator should know?
The fight song. It is one of my favorite traditions, and not many current students know the whole thing. It is so much fun to talk to alumni and hear about how they experienced football games when they attended UF.

Who are the Gators who inspire you?
The amazing faculty and staff members I had the privilege to work with during my time at UF. They challenged me to be the best version of myself, and I could not be more thankful for their guidance.

What is the most important lesson you learned from (or taught to) a fellow Gator?
Figure out what you are truly passionate about and pursue that. One of my mentors on campus helped me when I felt very lost my sophomore year, and I have never forgotten her wise advice.

What was your most fulfilling UF role?
Programming vice president for Florida Cicerones. I am so passionate about the organization and being able to leave a lasting impact on it through my role on the executive board has been an amazing experience.

How will you pay it forward?
All my involvement at UF has been centered on advancing this community because I feel so grateful to be here, and when I graduate I will be active in doing the same, whether that means getting involved in Gator Clubs, giving back to the university or advocating for UF every chance I get.

What will your legacy be?
I love this university, and my entire college experience has been dedicated to its development, whether through recruiting the best students on tours or setting students up for success at Preview.

How do you bleed orange and blue?
By always saying “Go Gators” whenever I see UF fans anywhere. One of the best parts about attending this university is the amazing and immense alumni base.
Katelynd Todd
Outstanding Leader

What is your proudest Gator moment?
Stepping on the field as the 2015 homecoming queen and celebrating Gator spirit with 80,000 students. My stepdad and I attend the first game of every season together to celebrate our love for the Gators and to remember my late brother Eddie. That moment that both of us were on the field meant so much to us and really embodied the true emotions of being a Gator and the opportunity it has given my family.

What is something every Gator should know?
Their experience is their own. Taking ownership of your passions and giving yourself the leeway to explore yourself is your right. Give yourself your chance to be you. The collectives of that empowered individual is what makes The Gator Nation.

Who are the Gators who inspire you?
Two of the most inspiring Gators I know are Nancy Chrystal-Green and Mickey Howard. They have given back to me by listening and giving me constructive criticism. I look up to them because I’ve seen them make really hard decisions with loving intentions, and that is a level of integrity I hope to always uphold.

What was your most fulfilling UF role?
Being director of Excellence Scholars within the Black Student Union. I loved serving the community that believed in me.

Which UF affiliations or activities nurtured you most?
My involvement with SISTUHS, Inc. provided me with sisterhood and a platform to create programming to address community needs. This organization taught me a lot about womanhood and servanthood.

How will you pay it forward?
I will and have paid forward everything I learned through developing two community programs: Gainesville Reads and GROW. I invest heavily in nonprofit organizations by giving others my talents and resources.

How do you bleed orange and blue?
By going back to my hometown and promoting the culture of the University of Florida. I pay forward my education and my experiences through storytelling and service.

Susan Webster
Outstanding Leader

What is your proudest Gator moment?
In an effort to assist members of our diverse campus community who experience food insecurity, I am proud I helped establish the Field and Fork Food Pantry, orchestrated a campuswide food drive and raised more than two tons of food to stock our shelves.

What is something every Gator should know?
The Gator Nation is everywhere. We have a beautifully pervasive culture and no matter where you are in the world people will recognize you for the inherent Gator pride and enthusiasm.

What is your favorite Gator icon or tradition?
Even after attending Gator games my entire life, I still get chills when we link arms and sing “We Are the Boys” in the third quarter.

Who are the Gators who inspire you?
I am blessed to have loving parents who have shown me what it truly means to be a Florida Gator. I thank and admire my mom and dad for teaching me the true Gator values of hard work, innovation and perseverance.

What is the most important lesson you learned from (or taught to) a fellow Gator?
In essence, the University of Florida prepares you for the real world. My experiences at this incredibly diverse school will undoubtedly make for a smooth and easy transition into my postgraduate life.

Which UF affiliations or activities nurtured you most?
My vast involvement in Student Government encouraged me. In times of adversity, I learned to overcome; in times of victory, I have been humble.

How will you pay it forward?
Through intentional mentorship. I feel it is my duty to make sure younger Gators strive to become better leaders than I ever was, and to equip our future leaders with resources, encouragement and inspiration.

How do you bleed orange and blue?
In all things I do, my passion and dedication to making the University of Florida a Top 10 institution is present.
Honorable Mentions

The following students have been recognized for their leadership at the University of Florida. They deserve congratulations for their contributions to the university.

**FOUR-YEAR SCHOLARS**

Steven Che  
*College of Agricultural and Life Sciences*

Jennifer Loso  
*College of Agricultural and Life Sciences*

Serena Beth Martin  
*College of Public Health and Health Professions*

Alexander Vlasak  
*College of Liberal Arts and Sciences*

**OUTSTANDING STUDENT LEADERS**

Alexsandra Bello  
*College of Liberal Arts and Sciences*

Nicholas Yves Carre  
*College of Liberal Arts and Sciences/College of The Arts*

Geeta Iyer  
*College of Liberal Arts and Sciences*

Erin Maglioazzi  
*College of Agricultural and Life Sciences*

William Smith  
*College of Health and Human Performance*
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

DEAN Henry T. Frierson

SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION

Lauren Kearney Bocken
Curriculum and Instruction
Carla Virginia Cabrita
School Counseling and Guidance
Joyce Calixtro
Marriage and Family Counseling
Laura Elizabeth Dahlin
School Counseling and Guidance
Idara J. Ekwerete
Curriculum and Instruction
Joshua Alexander Fletcher
School Counseling and Guidance
Susana Jane Hananias Castillo
Special Education
Brian Michael LaPlant
Educational Leadership
Anthony Louis Massey
Marriage and Family Counseling

Pamela Mendoza
School Psychology
Brooke Kathryn Michaelis
Marriage and Family Counseling
Kelly Joyce Murphy
Mental Health Counseling
Jenna Michele Neal
School Counseling and Guidance
Jennifer Danielle Nowell
Marriage and Family Counseling
Alyssa Marie Perez
Curriculum and Instruction
Kristan Doyle Priske
Curriculum and Instruction
Kristen M. Ramirez
Special Education
Michael E. Ricci
Mental Health Counseling
Eric J. Richardson
Mental Health Counseling

Master of Accounting

Celynne Alvarez
Robert Rafael Amor
Marcela Arango Quiroga
Vivek Badusia
Matthew J. Balas
Allyson L. Barbanell
Jared Adam Bennis
Adam M. Berg
Eilen Abigayle Brunelli
Kendall Rose Burkett
Brooke Taylor Cameron
Anthony Licata Clarke
Phillip Andrew Cohen
Elizabeth A. Cooper
Alexandra D. Corbett
Shannon E. Costello
Brian L. Darby
Hui Ding
Cindy N. Dosch
Logan Lynn Dunn
Paul A. Fack
Victoria Lynn Felcowski
Noelle Maria Fennessy
Cameron T. Fergusson
Amber Nivia Fernandez
Julie Alexandra Flicker
Luis J. Franco
Austin Daniel Friedman
Griffin Gregory Fuchs
Derek H. Garcia

Zachary S. Garnor
Courtney B. Ginsburg
Adam Daniel Goldsfein
Hava E. Goldstein
John S. Gomatos Jr.
Rolando R. Gonzalez
Joshua Kyle Graben
Alexander Gary Griffin
Taylor P. Grulich
Lee Mitchell Gubernick
Megan Theresa Hartnett
Emily L. Hoffman
Ryan Alexander Hull
Stephen G. Ireland
Erick Antonio Jarquin
Megan Nicole Jones
Jillian Marie Justo
Nathan Todd Kaplan
Edward J. Kingston
Elizabeth Frances Kleinfeld
Matthew J. Kurzwoich
Kelly Anne Kush
Mary Frances Landis
Song Li
Jennifer A. Mandragona
Marcus J. Mansfield
Matthew Adam Marks
Amanda Rose Mayr
Blake A. McClelland
Michael T. McClure
Jenna L. McElhinney

Emily Marie Meyer
Marc Daniel Milgrim
Kristopher Eric Natale
Jason Heejean Pak
Steve Kwun Pak
Emily Pender
Austin Matthew Ray
Alexander Raymond
Matthew Ryan Reese
Kelsey N. Roessler
Abigail Leigh Rolle
Paige Beverly Russell
Christopher C. Schuette
Ruchao Shang
Christopher M. Shields
Justin Allan Shirin
Matthew Colton Simms
Jorge Daniel Sinclair
Shany Smolenvie
Savannah G. Snow
Bailey A. Stasevich
Nicole Chelsea Strauss
Stephanie Marie Tachon
Vinyu Jason Anthony Ungvichian
Vesela Valkanova
Amanda Britney Waterman
Shannon Elizabeth Weisz
Madison Nicole Willis
Lauren Elizabeth Wood
Zachary F. Zaffos

Master of Advertising

Zhiqiao Gu
Zhiqiao Gu
Xu Han
Wonseok Jang
Shardul Mahesh Madan

Jiaojiao Sun
Di Wu

Master of Arts

Nahomi E. Alonso-Rivera
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Chloe Louise Anderson
Latin American Studies

Brandon Drayne Armstrong
Biblical Science
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

Megan Rose Hohenstein
Research and Evaluation Methodology
Cameron B. Martin
Research and Evaluation Methodology

Anthony W. Raborn
Research and Evaluation Methodology
Sara Kathryn Mary Smith
Early Childhood Education
Man Tang
Curriculum and Instruction

Hsin Ro Wei
Research and Evaluation Methodology
Morgan D. Witter
Curriculum and Instruction

MASTER OF ARTS IN MASS COMMUNICATION

Stephanie Rose Abeles
Joshua Gregory Bassett
Adriana Marcela Bittar
Ashley K. Brant-Braun
James R. Brauckmuller
Kevin A. Brueckenstein
Brian T. Carroll
Ruise Chen
Tatiana Cohen
Jovita M. Covington
Shelley M. Dignum
Cristina Dominguez
Jennifer Lin Ford
Victoria Ann Grunewald
Rebecca Ann Hall

Kristina M. Hines
Rachel E. Holbrook
Yangshui Jiang
Curtis Wayne Johnson Jr.
Xiaoming Lan
Liliana Carolina Latorre
Paige M. Laurie
Tammy T. Lay
Lenora Ashley Leithauser
Stacey Marie Marquis
Jessica Angell Marsh
Joel Scott Miller
Cassie E. Moorhead
K. Daniel Moran
Emma Kristin Morehart
Rachel Grace Munson

Lauren Rachel Padden
Sarah M. Papadelias
Alexandria Rose Perkins
Tershone Ashley Phillips
Katherine Iris Rosario
Ross Edward Schmudebeek
Xinyi Wang
Jeremy J. Warner
Megan Michelle Washington
Tomyaa J. Weathersbee
Ronald A. Weber
Chloe Leanne Westrich
Brian C. Wiegay
Stephanie Brooke Wilson
Han Ye

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Dustin Michael Abel
Wilfred W. Acholonu Jr.
Jyoti Agarwal
Michael Jayme Alfano
Anita Anantharam
Charles Anthony Antonowicz
Andrew Michael Arens
Daniel R. Arens
Ricardo Atzpiriu
Timothy L. Barnikel
Elizabeth M. Bartell
Eric J. Bartolucci
Nicole Lee Batoon
Laura Baurist
Richard Robert Becker
Jordan J. Begeman
Douglas Belton Jr.
Bryan A. Bennett
Delbert August Benzenhafer III
Alexandra Elise Bianco
Jacqueline Bolanos
Jonathan Troy Bonner
Amanda Nicole Booth
David A. Bounds
Willam James Boyd Jr.
Gregory T. Bradley
Alex Keatley Brasher
Jeffrey Scott Breon II
Delbert August Benzenhafer III
Shelby Victoria Brown
Derrick Robert Bruce
Michael Shawn Burgess
Jacob Ryan Burns
David F. Burrell
Bryan Gabriel Buzzi
William R. Cannon
Cecilia Cao
Kerry L. Carrigan
Christopher M. Cazollini
Lexie Pearl Cegelski
Stephen Frank Chambers II
Christopher Scott Champion
Nick Charms III
Christopher Michael Chartrand
Roger A. Cheek
Yin-Chu Chen
Evan Meng Gwei Chong
Kelly Merit Chufo
Jessica Cintora
Joyynn Glasser Clark
Jorge Cobian
Anthony M. Colavito III
Robert J. Comesanas
Kelly Anne Conway
Wallace Whitmer Cornelius IV
Ivey Rose Coss
Derek Thomas D’Alessandro
Jason D. Damm
Khayshar Alex Daneshmand
Cody Dakota Darnell
John C. Darnell
Tyler Davidson
Timothy Jerome Decker
Cheyne W. Delaney
Alyssa Marie DeLorenz
Yanelis Diaz
Cameron James Diehl
Katherine Taylor Dobbins
Cyrille J. Doux
James Patrick Dunker
James Matthew Dyal
James M. Eckhart Jr.
Christopher Scott Elder
Sami Elotmani
Bradley Howard Eye
Michelle M. Fares
Robert Hunter Faubion
Peter Robert Freeman
Andrea Gabrielli
Timothy Michael Galligan
Matthew C. Galman
Carlos A. Gamarra
Zachary M. Garbers

Carlos Nicolas Garcia
Jose A. Garcia
Pete Garcia
Sergio E. Garrido
David M. Geier
Evan R. Gelber
Daniel Gerola
Michael Raphael Gil
Tom L. Glasser
Christopher Paul Glenn
Amada Michelle Globetti
Ronald J. Gonzales
Lauren Jean Gonzalez
Caroline Elizabeth Gonzmart
Matthew James Goodwish
Bradley A. Goodwin
Anthony Romaine Gregg
Joseph S. George Guirguis
Jeremy Matthew Hans
Hubbard H. Harvey III
Matthew David Hash
Thomas James Hawk
Janod L. Hayer
Edward Michael Herbert
Daniel G. Herman
Kimberly Dawn Herold
Adrian Gustavo Hevia
Austin Cantrell Hewlett
Shawn L. Higgins
Jessica M. Hill
John David Walker Hill
Meredith Feinstein Hirsh
Marcus Allen Hoffman
Phillip Michael Holt
Julie N. Hook
Brian Stephen Hoyer
Emran Riaz Imami
John Dustin Jackson
Phyllicia Jacobs
Timothy J. Janicki
Sean A. Jason
Olivia T. Jerrems
Austin Flynn Jones
Amy Andrews Joseph
Alburt F. Kaminsky
Jasmeet Jessi Kaur
Brian Richard Kelley
Ryan Patrick Kelley
Duncan George Kelm
Chad Nathan Kersting
Gabriol M. Kidd
Adam W. Knights
Ryan Gregory Knowland
Tyler S. Kosnik
Derek Michael Kremer
Christopher Joseph Lacaria
Thomas M. Lair Jr.
Brendan A. Langen
Elliott N. Lawrence
Thi Phuong Le
Sarah Olivia Le Duc
Megan M. Lehan
Zachary Paul Leonhard
Benjamin H. Leslie
Lee Benjamin Levy
Adina C. Lewis
Meng Li
Praneeeth Lingamaneni
Xiaoqi Liu
Yangtao Liu
Gabriela Lopez
Paul David Loyd
Daniel J. MacDonald
Kathryn Caroline Main
Matthew S. Markham
Andrew Paul Martin
Chris Martin
Joseph W. Martin III
Dominic J. Mascolo
Brian G. Massoll
Grace Whitney Mathis
Taylor Daniel Mauro
James Francis Mazulla Jr.
Thomas McCandlish
Colin Christopher McCarthy
Michael Joseph McLaughlin IV
Jason M. McMaster
Timothy J. McMillan
Amanda McClintic Middendorf
David Bruce Middendorf
Jason D. Miller
Patrick Edward Miller
Ty Vincent Miller
Jessica L. Mincey
Cynthia Lace Mitchell
Olesya Mitkeyych
Scott A. Moody
Philip Andrew Morrow
Michael A. Mullavey Jr.
Shannon Colleen Murphy
Devangkumar A. Naik
Shannon Dee Nail
Aritra Kumar Nath
Zackary B. Neeld
Doornan M. Kidner
Gregory Dean Neville Jr.
Kris Eric Nightengale
Christopher Joseph Nixon
Manuel Noya
Monica Danielle O'Neil
Nathan Obrero
Thomas Odrobina
Cathryn A. Ouspen
Michele L. Patissi
Dennis G. Park
Alok Bipin Patel
Darshan B. Patel
Sameer B. Patel
Christopher Joseph Pater
Jessica Noelle Pecena
Johanna Pedersen
Summer Renee Pelletier
Sara A. Pennington
Ronald E. Peterson Jr.
Nicole Grace Piek
Megan Jerce Pidloian-Culbertson
Katrina Ellaine Pistun
Hilary Lynne Pisula
Joshua D. Pitts
Thomas Cullen Pope III
Venkata H. Posina
Andrew R. Powers
David Stanley Price
Emily Marie Quintana
Danen P. Radman
Sean G. Ramirez
Rhet M. Rampi
Paul Michael Reali
Daniel K. Reed
Tyler Christian Reed
Gregory W. Richardson
Ross G. Ridgaway
Douglas J. Rimler
Erika Patrice Rix
William James Roberts III
Kristine Lynn Rodriguez
Henri Rojzman
David E. Ross
Parker Allen Rowland
Dean M. Ruark
Julia Gayle Rudman
Jeremy Fiore Runkle
Robert M. Sadberry
Jessica Emily Salazar
Taylor Davis Salem
Lenir J. Santiago
Jenna Elizabeth Saxton
Michael Thomas Scanlon
Rebecca Vanessa Scheckel
Andrew J. Schein
Jeffrey M. Schirrter
Jamie Lyn Schleicher
Kenneth Randall Schweinberg
Katheryn J. Sears
Aaron N. Shapiro
Stephen Newton Shaw
Jared A. Shuman
Christopher L. Simmons
Alex Joseph Smith
Crystal A. Smith
Jesse N. Smith
Jessica E. Smith
Erin Melissa Snellings-Allyn
Jack Elliott Sonley
Said Soueidan
Joshua B. Stephens
Johnelle Lee Stitt
Benjamin Harold Stutzman
Kerry Colleen Sullivan
Timothy J. Sullivan
Jesse Ellsworth Summers Jr.
Julie Marie Szleiga
Justin L. Taylor
Jennifer Kelly Thomas
Jason Patrick Tiemeier
Noel Aaron Todd
Mark N. Toro Sr.
Hung Duc Tran
Nikolay T. Tsanev
Jessica S. Urbina Verne
Laura M. van de Geijn
Matthew Verrecchia
Justin Paul Visser
Erin Michelle Wallner
Alison Marie Williams
Mariana H. Williamson
Daniel Charles Wilt
Stephan Witzeler
Kevin Wise
Wallace Thurston Witt III
Jerry Rui Xie
Gretchen Gale Yeggy
Sandy Zanaty
Janice Marie Ziesig

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Kristin Elizabeth Abel
  Educational Leadership
Katelyn Elizabeth Adamson
  Mathematics Education
Kaichen Aixinjueliu
  Curriculum and Instruction
Amy Michelle Albritton
  Curriculum and Instruction
Rachel Katherine Andrews
  Educational Education
Musser Denisard Apollon
  Educational Leadership
Shari N. Badrudeen
  Early Childhood Education
Reilly Lynn Barrett
  Science Education
Keira Marie Bartley
  Special Education
Brittany D. Behr
  Elementary Education
Laura M. Bemis
  Special Education
Jessica L. Berget
  Special Education
Alyssa Kathryn Birnbaum
  Elementary Education
Brittani Lynn Blalock
  Elementary Education
Zoey Bloom
  Special Education
Shelby Ann Boger
  Early Childhood Education
Kaylea Nicholle Bollinger
  Elementary Education
Krisinda Michelle Bouton
  Elementary Education
Gabrielle Ann Bradshaw
  Early Childhood Education
Victoria L. Brooks
  Special Education
Kelsey K. Bruner
  Special Education
Sarah Elizabeth Bryant
  Elementary Education
Madison Kay Buchert
  Elementary Education
Brittany Michelle Butler
  Elementary Education
Master of Fine Arts

Mariana Matilde Baquero
Art
Nicole Marie Bianco
Theatre
Kerstin M. Bryant
Art
Adreana A. Cook
Art
Paden R. DeVita
Art
Lydia K. Dildilian
Art
Lisa Marie Eash
Theatre
Adrienne A. Eliades
Art
Victor Anthony Florence
Creative Writing
Annemarie Poyo Furlong
Art
Jessica L. Hamilton
Art
Gentris L. Jointe
Creative Writing
Erin Nicole Jones
Creative Writing
Ashley Jordana Keyser
Creative Writing
Glen Lindquist
Creative Writing
Jefreid Lotti
Art
Patrick James May
Creative Writing
Elaina M. Mercatoris
Creative Writing
Robert Alexander Pickett
Creative Writing
Miguel A. Saludes
Art
Thomas R. Storey
Art
Tara Michelle Tatum
Creative Writing
Ana Laura Treviño
Art
Charity Sharon White
Art
Hilary Aron White
Art

Master of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences

Maile A. Branson
James S. Burris Jr.
Taylor N. Lipscomb
Christopher Lee McTurnan
Jasmine N. Osakoda

Thalita Ribeiro
Kristen Callender Williams
Jaclyn Annette Wilson

Master of Health Administration

Shanti Elizabeth Abel
Amanda Leigh Alvarez
Erin Nicole Blackburn
Meredith P. Brady
Christine Kay Brandon
Gregory Cotes
Robert Ian Harrell
Jedidiah Preston Hostetler
Savannah Paige Humphreys
Klea Joy Dolendo Jampasar
Agnette Stacey Joseph
Herlydcia Joseph-Andre
Sharada Nandini Kaval
Thomas J. Leach Jr.

Nathalie M. Love
Meaghan Lynn Mohan
Lauren Emily Raetz
Scott L. Robinson
Austin James Sneed
Athena Victoria Tingberg
Jordan S. Vaal

Master of Health Science

Jennifer L. Bouland
Environmental and Global Health
Christine Marie Singer
Environmental and Global Health

Amanda Christine Tiblier
Environmental and Global Health

Master of International Business

Catalina Maria Angeli
Rebekah Elizabeth Baker
Dylan Bateh
Benjamin D. Bobish
Jason Miles Cassady
Charles Howard Hayes Darcy III
Fryderyk M. Doerrfer
Bradford C. Donovan
Matias I. Faret
Ana Maria Finan
Melissa A. Flanjack
Jon R. Fox Jr.
Paria Neda Ghaybi
Katherine A. Gottfried
Ariel Faith Greenhouse
Rebecca F. Horowitz
Kyle J. Jacobs
Gresjana Jashari
Mageda Loran Lechtnor
Sarah K. Linnen
Jordan M. Lowenstein
Shiyou Ma
Maggie Elizabeth Maguire
Natalie Christina Martinez
Clud M. Mervis
Leah N. Miller
Grant S. Mombach
Michael J. Nero
Anhthu Van Nguyen
Phakdahku Phonghupakicha
Rory L. Pinsky
Justin Tyler Rich
Logan C. Schaner
Matthew Scott Schnur
Evan Wesley Schroeder

Alexander J. Sengstock
Mitchell L. Senkowicz
William Bryan Silva
Samantha Stollberg
Jasmin Tahirovic
Tammy Tang
Tanner J. Tibbits
Dominique A. Walker
Jian Wang
Linwei Wang
Yishi Wang
Nikhil Warier
Rachel Sarah Weinbaum
Jessica A. Zank
Jingwen Zhang
Yishu Zhao
Jiarong Zheng
Mengyuan Zheng

Master of Latin

Micah R. Everson

Master of Laws in Comparative Law

Oumar D. Diallo
Florencia Grez Alvarez
MASTER OF LAWS IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND LAND USE LAW

Rachael L. Dunn

MASTER OF LAWS IN INTERNATIONAL TAXATION

Rashad Abbasov
Jessica J. Acevedo

MASTER OF LAWS IN TAXATION

Andrea Michelle Ackley
Thaissa Back
Blane A. Brown
Collin Roberts Clark
Samantha Lynn Coleman
Andrew C. DiComo
Katherine Leigh Floyd
Jeffrey Scott Hagen
Paul Alexander Hankin
John G. Hodnette

Morgan Blair James
Brandon Lee Ketron
Eric Craig Keuling
Adam Jared Kindley
Benjamin Cory Lee
Brittney M. Little
Nicholas J. Monterosso
Syeda Areesha Zehra Muzaffar
Raul A. Perez

Andres Gonzalez Cruz
Young Hei Jo

MASTER OF MUSIC

Stephen K. Anderson
Music
Anja Arko
Music
Danielle M. Arndt
Music
Andrew Donald Bajorek
Music
Casey Michelle Baker
Music Education
Cory William Caplinger
Music
Matthew Austin Christoff
Music
Andre Robert Clark
Music Education
Clyde James Connor
Music
Xavier Gonzalez
Music

Garrett L. Griffin
Music
Samone A. Hicks
Music
Stephanie D. Jasenak
Music Education
Erin Brooke Kronzek
Music Education
Aaron LeCroy Lovelady
Music
Alexis Taylor Lovelady
Music
Cole Richard Lundquist
Music Education
Nicholas Frank McIntyre
Music
Timothy Edward Murray
Music
Susan G. Senseman
Music

Gerard Vanderzweet Spicer
Music
Elizabeth M. Stewart
Music Education
Emily Marie Theobald
Music
Christopher Keith Thomas
Music Education
Vincent J. Vicchiarrello
Music Education
John Scott Wallace
Music
Cameron M. Watkins
Music Education
Nikolas G. Wright
Music
Qianqian Yu
Music
Scott Raymond Ziegler
Music

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Halima Saeed Abukabbos
Frederick James Ahsby III
Kristine Michelle Aviles
Cheryllyn Deanna Bean
Kirsten L. Berling
Alif Chowdhury
Asia Sha’Nae Cobb
Gina M. D’Ambrosio
Mariem Del Rio
Arnel Duver
Joseph Ross Gallant
Gabriela Livia Ghita
Nicole Renee Grandt
Wen Huang
Christine Dodeyeobasi Ikponmwongba
Julie Michelle Carr

Joel J. Kuriakose
Kevin Michael La Moureaux
Lorie Nance Larkins
Julie A. London
Chelsea Shannon Lutz
Sandra Lynn MacArthur
Rickia Cierra McGee
Nikki Jean McGinn
Regine Renee Mojica
Rachel Ann Moscato
Esther Oluwafolashade Ojo
Stephen Gregory Pape
Gargee G. Patel
Alexandria Thea Poitier
Jayne-Marie Raponi
Juan Pablo Robayo Jimenez

Danielle Nicole Scheer
Andrew R. Schultz
Erika Rachel Schwarz
Morgan S. Service
Yun Shen
Casey A. Siljestrom
Ho Fei Sit
Anjali Thakur
Courtney K. Urban
Patrick Taylor Vaughan
Bao Tran T. Vo
Chi Wang
Tara D’Ann Wilfong
Kriti Yadav
Zi Ye
Chao Zheng
Zhennxiong Jia  
Mechanical Engineering

Kai Jiang  
Chemical Engineering

Yifan Jin  
Chemistry

Pracheeetee Dilip Joag  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Charles A. Job  
Materials Science and Engineering

Jacqueline Johnson  
Veterinary Medical Sciences

Lacey A. Johnson  
Mathematics

Aakash Jolly  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Alexis Kiri Jones  
Real Estate

Tonika Jamila Jones  
Recreation, Parks and Tourism

Paul N. Joseph  
Entomology and Nematology

Pallavi S. Joshi  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Nicolle Junco  
Management

Sri Charan Kakarla  
Mechanical Engineering

Sri Harsha Kalluri  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Varunkrishna Kamala Gowindaraju  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Barry Saul Kaminsky  
Botany

Aditya Dattatray Kanawade  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Shantanu Kande  
Computer Science

Shuchang Kang  
Psychology

Jasmine Kannampuzha Francis  
Animal Molecular and Cellular Biology

Abhimanyu Kanneganti  
Environmental Engineering Sciences

Prashank Kansal  
Mechanical Engineering

Amanpreet Kapoor  
Computer Science

Mandar Sudhindra Karjol  
Mechanical Engineering

Ajinkya Ashok Karpe  
Mechanical Engineering

Deep Girish Karpe  
Mechanical Engineering

Revathy C. Kattupur  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ravleen Kaur  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Caroline Katrinna Kella  
Mechanical Engineering

Lindsey Marie Kelly  
Health Education and Behavior

Patrick W. Kelly  
Aerospace Engineering

Aaron Christopher Kimber  
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Ateeq Khan  
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Akshay Khare  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Khimya Khetarpal  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Mannmeet Singh Khurana  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Justin Robert Kiehne  
Mechanical Engineering

Rockyoung Kim  
Real Estate

Sanghooon Kim  
Geography

Kathryn Ann Kirk  
Veterinary Medical Sciences

Hui Jean Kok  
Applied Physiology and Kinesiology

Nayaranathara Kollapuri Suresh  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Joanne Elizabeth Gray Korvick  
Horticultural Sciences

Yathindra Kota  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Krisha Shashank Kothari  
Mechanical Engineering

Ashwini Krishna Kumar  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Sriram Krishnaswamy  
Mechanical Engineering

Scott Jacob Kujak  
Management

Yash Vijay Kulkarni  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ambuj Kumar  
Zoology

Dhvanlai Vijay Kumar  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Varun Kumar  
Computer Science

Vibhav Himatlal Kundalia  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Cody J. Kunka  
Mechanical Engineering

Swathik Kurella Janardhan  
Computer Science

Aditya Kuntekoti  
Mechanical Engineering

Charles P. Lago Jr.  
Biomedical Engineering

Nam T. Lam  
Management

Yan Lan  
Management

Melissa Lanes  
Health Education and Behavior

John P. Langley III  
Finance

Jacqueline Nicole Langston  
Interdisciplinary Ecology

Jared Dalton Lanier  
Agricultural and Biological Engineering

Brian Charles Lanouse  
Finance

Adrian M. Larrea  
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Heather M. Larson  
Forest Resources and Conservation

Alexander Charles Lauretta  
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Lawrence Lavine  
Veterinary Medical Sciences

Katherine Louise Lazarus  
Plant Pathology

Devon Elizabeth Leathy  
Applied Physiology and Kinesiology

Miguel A. Lecohe  
Finance

Jin Young Lee  
Family, Youth and Community Sciences

Kangjai Lee  
Mechanical Engineering

Seul Hui Lee  
Sport Management

Jiajun Lei  
Materials Science and Engineering

Jason Christopher Lewis  
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Chen Li  
Mechanical Engineering

Danneng Li  
Epidemiology

Dong Li  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Lingda Li  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Min Li  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Qi Li  
Mechanical Engineering

Qiamyun Li  
Biostatistics

Rui Li  
Mechanical Engineering

Tianyi Li  
Mechanical Engineering

Xuan Li  
Environmental Engineering Sciences

Yang Li  
Mechanical Engineering

Yuming Li  
Chemical Engineering

Yue Li  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Zimu Li  
Mechanical Engineering

Li Liang  
Mechanical Engineering

Ming-Wei Lin  
Management

Michael J. Lindsay  
Biomedical Engineering

Qinyin Ling  
Microbiology and Cell Science

Nikolette P. Lipsy  
Psychology

Danyang Liu  
Horticultural Sciences

Jiannan Liu  
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Jingqi Liu  
Environmental Engineering Sciences

Jun Liu  
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Kai Liu  
Mechanical Engineering

Shen Liu  
Mechanical Engineering

Silu Liu  
Mechanical Engineering

Tianshuang Liu  
Computer Engineering

Yibo Liu  
Computer Science

Yue Liu  
Environmental Engineering Sciences

Yuehou Liu  
Mechanical Engineering

Lauren Elizabeth Lobb  
Applied Physiology and Kinesiology

Adrian Noel Lobos  
Mechanical Engineering

Michele Cotty Loger  
Forest Resources and Conservation

Jonathan T. Looke  
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Casey D. Najjar
Civil Engineering

Sanjit Gopal Narasimhapatna
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Matthew J. Nance
Soil and Water Science

Deepika Narasimhan
Chemical Engineering

Deepa Narayan
Computer Science

Sravan Narasupreddy
Management

Kevin R. Nardone
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Srinivas Rao Narre
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Jennilee Kristen Navale
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Darshan Arun Nayak
Mechanical Engineering

Harish Kumar Nayaka
Chemical Engineering

Carlie Olivia Needles
Management

Pingchien Neo
Chemical Engineering

Justine Nicole Nicholas
Veterinary Medical Sciences

Harsha Vardhan Reddy Nooka
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Alexa M. Nordman
Sport Management

Daniel R. Norey
Mechanical Engineering

Leon Nunez
Interdisciplinary Ecology

Cristina Cecilia Nunez Godoy
Interdisciplinary Ecology

Rahul Nyayapathi
Computer Science

Gabrielle K. O’Grady
Chemical Engineering

Rahul Nyayapathi
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Sravan Narapureddy
Management

Kike Oniwinde
Management

Frederick Ouellet
Aerospace Engineering

Anjika Prashant Pai
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Jadyn D. Pai
Chemical Engineering

Ameya Pai
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ashwin Rajagopal Pai
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Vijay K. Pai
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Amita Dinesh Pai
Computer Science

Matthew J. Nance
Soil and Water Science

Deepika Narasimhan
Chemical Engineering

Anshul Paliwal
Chemical Engineering

Rashmi Paliwal
Chemical Engineering
Elizabeth J. Shebanek  Management
Chunyang Shen  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Meng Shen  Biostatistics
Lin Shi  Civil Engineering
Pengcheng Shi  Materials Science and Engineering
Wenyue Shi  Computer Science
Alireza Shojaei Kol Kachi  Management
Keith P. Shopa  Health Education and Behavior
Gabriel N. Short  Chemistry
Valdez Showers  Management
John M. Shrefler  Chemical Engineering
Mubarakat Shuaibu  Agricultural and Biological Engineering
Andrew M. Silverstone  Veterinary Medical Sciences
Justin R. Simone  Veterinary Medical Sciences
Charitra Gangabah Singh  Computer Science
Manan Singh  Chemical Engineering
Shelvant Singh  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Soham Sinha  Computer Science
Lavanya Sriskar  Applied Physiology and Kinesiology
Deepak Swasanya  Civil Engineering
Thomas Lynn Skarlinsky II  Entomology and Nematology
Karen Rife Sledge  Industrial and Systems Engineering
Christian Ryan Smith  Sport Management
Carlos Alberto Solis  Food and Resource Economics
Akash Solomon  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Pratheesh Somarajan  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Luis Patricio Soto  Zoology
Edward Stanley Spotts III  Industrial and Systems Engineering
Saranya Srinivasan  Horticultural Sciences
Shreya Triperumbudhuri  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Brittany J. Stahl  Family, Youth and Community Sciences
Theodor Linares Stansly  Horticultural Sciences
Shehab Hussain Stationwala  Mechanical Engineering
Asif Ali David Sterneck  Sport Management
Mary C. Stevens  Horticultural Sciences
Daniel Charles Stewart  Biomedical Engineering
Matthew C. Stewart  Sport Management
Fangyu Su  Epidemiology
Yuyao Su  Materials Science and Engineering
Aravind Subbarathinam  Mechanical Engineering
Vignesh Babu Subramaniam  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Vrashank Subramaniam  Materials Science and Engineering
Joseph R. Succar  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Hanumath Sashank Suddappali  Mechanical Engineering
Alex Sugarman  Finance
Ryan P. Sullivan  Sport Management
Jiaqi Sun  Computer Engineering
Kairan Sun  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Menglei Sun  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Qian Sun  Biostatistics
Wei Sun  Civil Engineering
Dinesh Kumar Sundararajan  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Sushanth R. Suresh  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Lillian J. Swete  Medical Sciences
Shawn E. Talley  Civil Engineering
Soham Talukdar  Computer Science
Longshun Tan  Mechanical Engineering
Zaoben Tang  Mechanical Engineering
Juan Gabriel Tanquero  Materials Science and Engineering
Lingji Tao  Mechanical Engineering
Shiqi Tao  Mechanical Engineering
Kenneth J. Tejeda  Family, Youth and Community Sciences
Kirithi Aparna Tella  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Lin Teng  Animal Sciences
Bradley Scott Tennant  Real Estate
Pawan Tersdal  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Vanessa Tertore  Sport Management
Nina Nicole Thigpen  Psychology
Meena Thiyyagarajah  Food and Resource Economics
Rishiika Thummala  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Hafiz Tian  Electrical and Computer Engineering
Rohit Kamlesh Tolani  Computer Science
Mohsen Tootoonchi  Soil and Water Science
Dustin A. Tracy  Physics
Michael Tin Thanh Tran
Management
Darren L. Tretter
Real Estate
Erin R. Triffitt
Psychology
John C. Trimble
Real Estate
Michael Thomas Trimble
Real Estate
Daoyu Tu
Computer Science
Sai Abhishek Tumma
Mechanical Engineering
Ashley S. Usery
Sport Management
Chad Gregory Uzlevenes
Food Science and Human Nutrition
Joshua D. Vadeboncoeur
Sport Management
Aditya Vaidyanathan
Chemical Engineering
Alina Bates Vale
Veterinary Medical Sciences
SANDOR VALENICIGA
Aerospace Engineering
Christopher Michael Vallejo
Microbiology and Cell Science
Grace Elaine VanDeGrift
Real Estate
Heather VanHeuveln
Agronomy
Sallvi Varagur Karthikeyan
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Apoorva Vasudevan
Chemical Engineering
Priyanka Vedula
Chemical Engineering
Apoorva Vasudevan
Chemical Engineering
Joel Vega
Computer Engineering
Aravind Krishna Vellakal Narasimhan
Mechanical Engineering
Sai Srivatsava Vemuru
Computer Engineering
Nikhil Venkat
Mechanical Engineering
Ravishankar Venkatassubramanian
Mechanical Engineering
Gerald Eugene Vermeire
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Grant Justo Veve
Management
Trent Ross Vogelgesang
Civil Engineering
Forrest P. Voight
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Prasad Prakash Waikar
Mechanical Engineering
Charles David Walker Jr.
Mathematics
Ben Wang
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Chao Feng Wang
Computer Science
Chengtao Wang
Mechanical Engineering
Chien-Po Wang
Mechanical Engineering
Dong Wang
Coastal and Oceanographic Engineering
Hao Wang
Mechanical Engineering
Junren Wang
Mechanical Engineering
Jiaojia Wang
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Junren Wang
Mechanical Engineering
Miao-Chun Wang
Mechanical Engineering
Na Wang
Management
Qiyan Wang
Computer Science
Shuai Wang
Chemistry
Yanjun Wang
Computer Engineering
Ying Wang
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Yu Wang
Civil Engineering
Yuzheng Wang
Materials Science and Engineering
Zhenjie Wang
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Zihongkai Wang
Bionanoscience
Elisa L. Warren
Psychology
Ketan Bhiksha Vartak
Mechanical Engineering
Jiaying Wei
Materials Science and Engineering
Yifan Wei
Materials Science and Engineering
Yuxuan Wei
Mechanical Engineering
Yupeng Wei
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Zhihua Wei
Computer Science
Phillip M. Wiener
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Robert K. Weidmann-Smith
Nuclear Engineering Sciences
Kyle M. Weiss
Finance
Alexandria Renee Whann
Forest Resources and Conservation
Sarah E. Whitfield
Family, Youth and Community Sciences
Dylan Robert Wright
Nuclear Engineering Sciences
Isabella Wolfskeil
Mechanical Engineering
Finin Zhu
Food Science and Human Nutrition
Matthew Douglas Wolfe
Environmental Engineering Sciences
Jingdong Xue
Computer Science
Zhengtao Xu
Materials Science and Engineering
Chen Xu
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fei Xu
Mechanical Engineering
Huizi Yang
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Jinghui Yang
Environmental Engineering Sciences
Mingfeng Yang
Environmental Engineering Sciences
Yike Yang
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Licheng Yao
Management
Wai Hon William Yap
Entomology and Nematology
Suryaatej Yellamraju
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Zhenyu Yin
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Di You
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Haoran Yu
Environmental Engineering Sciences
Qianfei Yu
Management
Applied Physiology and Kinesiology
Haodong Yuan
Aerospace Engineering
Shuanghui Yuan
Materials Science and Engineering
Wen Yue
Chemical Engineering
Caica Xu
Materials Science and Engineering
Chaoyu Zhang
Mechanical Engineering
Hang Zhang
Bionanoscience
Jiaxing Zhang
Civil Engineering
Li Zhang
Management
Lifan Zhang
Mechanical Engineering
Rui Zhang
Computer Science
**Master of Science in Entrepreneurship**

Laurianne Apollon  
Frank Anthony Broome IV  
Yinghui Chen  
Reed M. Clanahan  
Joshua W. Cooper  
Spencer R. Elliott

Corbin W. Emerson  
Shemishar Freytes  
Eric Jameson  
Tyler Joseph Katz  
Yan Ma

Sarah Loretta McLean  
Christian T. Medina  
Jose A. Ortega III  
Ashwin Ramanathan  
Maximilian J. Schmitt  
Prithu Vatsa

**Master of Science in Information Systems and Operations Management**

Syed Zaman Abbas  
Thomas J. Addelman  
Hangyu An  
Samuel Armstrong  
Suvigya Awasthi  
Tapan Bajaj  
Parvita Bhattacharya  
Salman Abdul Razzaque Bondre  
Di Cao  
Xiangyi Chen  
Yimao Chen  
Ting Deng  
Lisheng Ding  
Yuanbo Ding  
Prayak S. Doshi  
Sifan Du  
Siddarthu Shankar Gade  
Vinayak Ganesh  
Kunal Ghosh  
Nithyanandha Balaji Gnanadurai  
Aaryan Gupta  
Shiyun He  
Prasad Dattatray Hegde  
Baojun Hu  
Haoran Huang  
Akash Jain  
Gaurav Pannalal Jangid  
Akshata Narendra Joshi  
Swapnil Dinesh Kambli  
Shweta Shivaji Kapadnis  
Amritanshu Kar  
Uday S. Kasnadhuni  
Shivam Uttam Kendre  
Trevor Harrison Klipfel  
Pratibha Suman Kotian

Tanmay Kulkarni  
Preeti Kumari  
Ang Li  
Xiaojing Li  
Yang Li  
Xue Liang  
Zheng Liang  
Zhaoxin Lin  
Jiali Liu  
Qing Liu  
Zhuo Liu  
Michael G. Lopez  
Gurminder Kaur Malhotra  
Nicholas J. Mills  
Mitchell Elliot Nielsen  
Shengyui Ning  
Tiange Niu  
Luis Anthony Ortiz  
Sagar Hemant Oza  
Vasundhara Panigrahi  
Deep R. Patel  
Prashil Rajesh Patel  
Xueyuan Peng  
Ruban Peter  
Edward A. Peters Jr.  
Michael P. Raffaelli  
Darshee Jagat Reshamwala  
Antony Luis Rivera Rivera  
Jian Rong  
Andrew H. Russo II  
Yuan Tao Sha  
Awais Shah  
Darshil Y. Shah  
Lulu Shan

Lei Shi  
Katherine Alexandra Stifontes  
Harpal Singh  
Yagna Sudha  
Sampath Somayajula  
Amogh Deepak Surve  
Ying Tan  
Kanokwan Tantipanichkul  
Jiacheng Tao  
Qing Tian  
Bijal Uday Trivedi  
Michael D. Urquhart  
Shrirang Ramesh Wagulde  
Guan Wang  
Han Wang  
Qiang Wang  
Yihan Wang  
Yixuan Wang  
Shiqi Wu  
Yinan Wu  
Zhuorong Xiong  
Jinman Xu  
Liufang Yang  
Wei-Chen Yang  
Yujia Yang  
Zi Yang  
Yunwen Zeng  
Lily Zhan  
Chonghong Zhang  
Ran Zhang  
Hui Zhao  
Meiyi Zhao  
Hua Zhong  
Sijia Zhou  
Xinyi Zhu

**Master of Science in Nursing**

Diana Exornam Agboada  
Douglas Paul Ashley  
Joy Beth Cosenza  
Kim Margaret Craig

Gabrielle Kristine Dennen  
Jessica Rose Eastman  
Danielle Cecelia Elswick  
Aubrey Engert

Justine F. Fager-Bennett  
Margaret Elizabeth Gaston Fita  
Cody C. Gerhart  
Lauren Jill Gorter
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

Maher Abdel-Sattar
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Shauna L. Albanese
Pharmaceutical Sciences

James Samuel Alcorn
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Allana Moni’e Alexander
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Sahar S. Alghamdi
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medicinal Chemistry

Dionne L. Allen
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Anthony Paul Amos
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Kristan M. Anderson
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Jessica Arias
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Kingsford B. Asare
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Katherine E. Barry
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Brian Eric Baum
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Melanie Carreen Benjamin
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Stacey Penina Borenstein
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Luke A. Bosso
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Colleen M. Caffarelli
Pharmaceutical Sciences

David Joseph Campbell
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Jennifer Marie Frances Campinell
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Brian M. Cartwright
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Claudia Soledad Castro
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Joyce W. S. Chan
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Claudia Jacqueline Kowalski
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Michael Lo
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Abigail Lee Mazingo
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Teresa Marie Mclean
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Maria Belen Medal
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Felipe Augusto de Oliveira
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmacy

Matthew C. Dean
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Gregory G. Dix Jr.
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Nuala A. O’Sullivan
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Catherine G. Rogers
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Lajuan P. Sanchez
Colleen R. Scowarri

Colleen M. Caffarelli
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Sahar S. Alghamdi
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medicinal Chemistry

Dionne L. Allen
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Anthony Paul Amos
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Kristan M. Anderson
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Jessica Arias
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Kingsford B. Asare
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Katherine E. Barry
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Brian Eric Baum
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Melanie Carreen Benjamin
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Medication Therapy
Management

Stacey Penina Borenstein
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Luke A. Bosso
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Colleen M. Caffarelli
Pharmaceutical Sciences

David Joseph Campbell
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Jennifer Marie Frances Campinell
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Brian M. Cartwright
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Claudia Soledad Castro
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Joyce W. S. Chan
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Claudia Jacqueline Kowalski
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Michael Lo
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Abigail Lee Mazingo
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Teresa Marie Mclean
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Maria Belen Medal
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Felipe Augusto de Oliveira
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmacy

Matthew C. Dean
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Gregory G. Dix Jr.
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical
Outcomes and Policy

Nuala A. O’Sullivan
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Catherine G. Rogers
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Lajuan P. Sanchez
Colleen R. Scowarri

Karen M. Stockl  
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Rebecca E. Stover  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
James Robert Templeton  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Jaini Thomas  
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Nancy Tieu  
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Carly Mae Truncali  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Erin McCarthy Van De Walle  
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Jorge Ivan Velasquez  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Jami L. Vigil  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Keishini B. Vincent  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Thomas Robert Walters  
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Alycia Ann Wilson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Haylee Morgan Wright  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Bei Xie  
Pharmaceutical Sciences - Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Humphrey Yu  
Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Bartek Zalech  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

**Master of Science in Teaching**

James Hotchkiss IV  
Astronomy

**Master of Statistics**

Runmin Shi  
Ruoxuan Xiang  
Shu Ye

**Master of Sustainable Development Practice**

Irving Xchel Chan Gomez  
Kristen Elizabeth Marks  
Gabriela Polo  
Jessica Horwood  
Whitney M. Turientine
Honors designations in this program are incomplete, tentative, may not properly represent a student's academic accomplishment and are subject to change. Final honor designations will be represented on the official diploma and on the transcript.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL AND LIFE SCIENCES

DEAN R. Elaine Turner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Khaled K. Abdaghany
Merna Abdo
Zachary J. Abdo
*Sierra Ashley Abdulla
Zoe L. Abesamis
Tara Aboumabhour
*t Nicole Alexandra Aldridge
*Haider Mir Ali
Martin Alla
Jacob Michael Allen
Sydney Larsen Allison
Sara E. Alterman
*Tyler Gregory Alvarez
Kaila M. Ames
Jessica Marie Anderson
*Linsi Ann Anderson
Stephanie Leigh Anderson
Angie Victoria Andonie Yuja
Ellen O. Andrews
*Katie M. Andrews
Casey Lynn Angello
***Thompson Thottathil Antony
*Anthony Thomas Aranjos
*Christian Archer
Kimberly Marnette Aron
*Megan Nicole Arthur
*Sean Mitchell Aubuchon
Katherine Jean Backstrand
Kalene Candace Badree
*Kristin Leigh Balko
Andrea Marie Ball
*Vibhu Reddy Banala
Cody Brandon Barfield
*Richard D. Barker IV
*Brittany Michelle Barnes
*Eliza Ariana Barrocas
Ariel Micheline Beard
*Caitlin Elizabeth Beaver
**Allison L. Bechtloff
Natalia Bedoya
Matthew Paul Beke
*Hayden Adams Bell
*Yool Beraroch
Taylor M. Bernardo
*Cody Parker Bertoch
*Thomas J. Bevelock Jr.
Andrea L. Birge
Troy E. Black
*Alexander M. Blattman
Merikris Daragay Boado
Harrison J. Bonilla
*Deanna K. Bott
Christopher T. Brady
*Avery C. Bramnik
Sallanne M. Braxton
*Brian Riley Brenner
*Amanda Nicole Brezicki
*Katy Jane Brinkley-Bissinger
Hayley Elizabeth Broekman
Brianna C. Brooks
Kaley Sunshine Brown
Javan Alonzo Maverick Brown
*Katey Lynn A. Brown
Sarah C. Brown
*Kazcky T. Brown
*Natalie Ann Brumwell
*Christine M. Burgos-Robles
Kyle Adam Burnette
Timothy D. Burtrum
James Dylan Byrd
Juan P. Cabrera Marcelo
Sarah E. Cahill
***Sachell Edili Calderon
Camila Camargo
Emily Earle Campanale
Raquel A. Canahuati
Kimberly E. Cano
Maria Estefani Caraballo
Peter Carballo
*Morgan Marie Carlson
Sydney Michelle Carpenter
Grace Jordan Carryl
Ebony Marie Carter
Rodolfo N. Castillo
Daniela Castillo Rincones
Leslie Castro
Allison R. Caunin
*Crews Wood Chambers
Jared James Chappell
*Verodia Charlestin
*Amanda Ishea Charley
Eli D. M. Chase
***Steven Che
Katie E. Chmielowski
*Shalana Chowdhury
Christa Victoria Marie Chung
*Audrey Elizabeth Clark
William J. Clark Jr.
*Eliana Clemmer
*Kaley J. Cochran
*Scott Andrew Cohen
*Corr C. Coker
Kourtney L. Cole
Allison Virginia Conner
*Denni Ruth Cook
*Kallee Lynne Cook
*Samuel B. Coplin
Diego Correlas Lara
Brett Michael Costine
Kristen Alexa Cousins
Mirandaa Craig
*Amye Mariah Francis
*Grant Louis Filowitz
*Wren Fan
*Dylan James Farr
*Morgan Venness Farrell
*Claire Marie Fassett
Gabriela M. Fernandez
*Mariana Fernandez
***Marc A. Ferrell
*Grant Louis Filowitz
Jessica Nicole Fitts
*Amey Mariah Francis
*Nikail Janet-Rose Francis
*Agustin Francisco
*Aquaan Latrell Frazier
Carly Jean Fredericks
*Jared T. Freitas
Kyra Maria Frey
Clifford Jay Freeman Jr.
Carllin Anne France
*Kaela S. Fudali
Andres Alberto Fuenmayor Pico
Juliana Noel Fugate
Justin Q. Fussell
*Joenelle Lorraine Furtrell
Hunter Austen Gair
Katherine E. Gallalee
*Jared T. Freitas
Kyla Marie Gentry
Vanessa Georgette Garcia
Wayne Jesus Garcia II

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades.)
*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude         (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

Joshua Alexander Hull
Sarah E. Jurgovan
Benjamin Lynwood Judkins
Sibyl Joseph
*Crista Marie Johns
*Kacie Teresa Ann Johnston
Emma Kathryn Jones
*Rachel Lynn Jones
*Sibyl Joseph
Heather S. Joura
*Benjamin Lynwood Judkins
*Sarah E. Jurgovan
Tarick Joseph Kaldi
Nick M. Kalf
Tina Maria Kalke

*Amanda I. Kearns
Carolyn J. Keen
*Christian James Keen
*Colleen Michelle Keen
*Jason Michael Keen
*Evan D. Kegler
*Devin Weller Kelly
Thomas Geer Kenny IV
Avinash Neal Khorrman
*Victoria Bowe Kidd
Alexis Symone King
Ariahsa Rea King
Casey Lynn Koehler
*Reema Kola
Adelajda Kore
Morgan Michelle Kubis
*Chloe Olivia Kuhn
*Lauren Victoria Carry Kullmann
*Sheetalshmy Kumar
*Meredith Leigh Kummer
*Macie Alice Kurelia
*Ryana J. Lalani
*Nathaniel Clay Lamb
*Evan R. Lambrecht
*Sean E. Lan
*Brooke Nicole Landry
*Anne-Christele Larose
*Anthony James Lawrence
Joshua Graham Lea
Carolina Leal
*Ji Eun Lee
*Kathryn Elizabeth Lee
Thalita Evangelista Leite
*Maureen C. Lencik
Alexander J. LoCastro
Laurent O’Gene Lollis Jr.
Kaitlynn Marie Loop
Chelsea L. Lopez
*Juan David Lopez.
***Jennifer M. Luso
*Rebecca Jean Loveless
Eddie Jermoni Lovett
Susan Luis
*Timothy J. Lyons
*Brittany Fran Maglovitz
*Erin M. Magliozi
*Troy D. Malone
*Rosemarie Ann Ternenge Malu
*Maria Teresa Mandese
*Austin Reid Manny
*Vretn Erick Cruz Manuel
***Allysen Leigh Marks
*Gladys Paola Marroquin
Ali Nicole Martelo
Carina J. Martinez
*Ana Maria Martinez-Lopez
*Christina Felicia Mathes
Sherry Mathew
*Daniel McChristian May
Carlos Mayo
Mary Russell McAllister
Rachel R. McCombs
*Kateilin Gow McDilda
*Sarah D. McDuffie
Colleen Casey McGonagle
Sean Lewis McKnight
Joshua David McLendon
***Ashley Nicole McLeod
Meleah Aubrey McMillen
*Michael Grayson Mexhorthor
Jesus H. Medrano
Bradley T. Meehan
William W. Mercer Jr.
Julia Mesea
Abbi J. Meshulam
*Anthony Joseph Michelotti
*Megan Cay Miller
*Tara Lynn Miller
*Broana Beth Minich
Marisa J. Miragliotta
Rachel Renee Mitts
Mitchell Grayson Montgomery
*Michael J. Montoya
Macy Robinson Moore
*Kiera Catherine Valerie Moran
Dianne-Marie Moreau
*Maria Elena Morrison
Melisa Diane Mumford
Gabrielle Angeline Nease
Brooke Kemble Newmans
Hoang Han Nguyen
Le Chau Nguyen
Truc T. Nguyen
Vivian Hoai Trang Nguyen
Mykhuie Ashley Nguyen-Tran
*Bianca Anelie Nortelus
*Brittany Ann Novak
Andre Cesar Franco Nunes
Connor John Joseph O’Brien
Taylor Alexis O’Donnell
Jeremy Ryan Obondo
Natalie Obregn
*Raymond Gabriel Odeh
**Shelby Lynn Oesterreicher
Yunjie Oh
Amanda Evelyn Ojeda
*Kristen Nicole Oliff
Carlos T. Omana
Spencer Douglas Ong
David Orent
Francheska Ortiz
Audrey Joy Palombo
Ankit L. Pandey
*Bradley Matthew Parsons
Angel G. Patel
Hena Jagdish Patels
*Nimai J. Patel
Suraj R. Patel
Dominic Anthony Patete
Steven Saverio Persabene Sr.
Daniel Robert Perez
Eduardo Perez
*Samuel Shingkwan Phen
*Shane Michael Philhower
Cathiana Philippe
Lynn Thanh My Phu
*Bailey Kathryn Pierce
Crystal Nichole Pinder
Bo T. Pleasanton
*Alexa Rachel Podolsky
Seth Taylor Popple
*Sean T. Posey
*John B. Pournelle
Charles Alan Powell
*Mary Barbara Power
*Antonio Prado
Amandie Stephanie Prevalion
Christian Alexander Proskauer
Joshua Purnor
Kaitlyn H. Quincy
*Emily Quintero
Shane William Quo
*Rebecca Curry Rabbitowitz
*Keisy Kathleen Ramirez
Aaron A. Rampersad
Logan Christopher Real
Daria A. Rebbecca
Javier Eduardo Rebollo
Dinya B. Reddy
***Alexandra Morgan Redmond
*Ashley Janelle Reichenbach
Joseph R. Reschenthaler V.
Meggan Margaret Reuss
Savannah Marie Reynoso
Luke Richards
Joseph L. Richichi
Camille Francis Richie
Emily Carol Richter
*Hannah Margaret Ricker

* Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final graded)

*Luisana Elena Garcia Santos
Barbara J. Garrow
*Ryan Jordan Giffin
Mohamed S. Ghiet
Sarah Ashley Gibson
Caleb Benjamin Gilmer
Diana I. Giraldo
Jennifer Nicole Glass
*Samantha N. Goldenberg
*Lucas R. Goss
*Kaci Nicole Graham
*Sophie B. Graham
*Alexa R. Grana
*Kaitlin Angela Greer
Alessa Nicole Grief
*Taylor Danielle Grippio
Maria Laura Guanes
Jessica L. Gunson
Gabriella Isabel Gutierrez
Jonathan Joseph Guzman
Jonathan M. Haber
*Alicia N. Hallbitter
*Austin Dean Ham
*Heather Marie Hamblen
*Mary E. Hampl
Jon’keria Ni’shae Hankerson
*Leah Michelle Harmon
*Haley S. Harris
LaQuinia Taika Harris
Tyler Chase Harris
*Stefani Marie Harrison
Brandon F. Hayes
*Maggie Lee Hear
Matthew W. Hemby
Natalia Herno-Ramirez
*Rachel N. Henriquez
*Rachael Hope Herman
Kristen Hernandez
Zachary James Higginbotham
Kennedy Thai Thanh Ho
*Bao Xuan Hoang
*Van B. Hoang
John Lawrence Holdick Jr.
*Jennifer M. Hochman
Ed’Keirra Mackeria Holland
*Sara H. Holley
Brandon J. Hoyos
*April L. Hugi
***Joshua Alexander Hull
*Kristin L. Hooper
Jack Ruffin Hunt
Patrick Ryan Hunt
Alyssa Lee Hunter
*Oscar David Hurtado
*Bridge L. Huston
Julie Le Huysh
*Michael Anthony Hyder
Tiffany Ann Ilanes
*Katherine E. Ilicken
*Stephen E. Jafree
*Alyssa May James
Melissa Jarret Jones
*Sharun Jean-Baptiste
Kayleigh J. Jeffrey
Wendy S. Jennings
*Daniel I. Jewett
*Crista Marie Johns
Kacie Teresa Ann Johnston
Emma Kathryn Jones
*Rachel Lynn Jones
*Siey Josef
Heather S. Joura
*Benjamin Lynwood Judkins
*Sarah E. Jurgovan
Tarick Joseph Kaldi
Nick M. Kalf
Tina Maria Kalke
Courtney Alexs Katz

*b Cum Laude
**b Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final graded)
Bachelor of Science in Forest Resources and Conservation

***Nicole Elizabeth Scott
***Kimber Lee Sarver
***Michelle Suzanne Russin

***Dana Nicole Roberson
***Justin Nicholas Gearhart
***Leaundre Casey Dawes
***Michelle Rebecca Danielson
***Cameron Davis Cotsonis
***Luiza Cunha Costa
***Marlee H. Silversmith
***Olivia S. Shelfer
***Kali R. Sharpe
***Rachel Joy Shaeffer
***Andrew Mark Sexton
***Rachel Lynn Savelle
***Fustine C. Saint-Aude

***Joseph Thomas Rudy
***Nicole Elizabeth Scott
***Andrew Mark Sexton

Bachelor of Science in Geomatics

Erick B. Bennett
Donald Lawrence Lambert

James B. Smith
Nandi B. Smith

*Bradley K. Rigdon
*Carey A. Roberts
*Danielle Suzette Robinson-Pierre
*Hannah Lee Rodgers
*Shelby Denise Rodgers
*Claudia Rodrigo-Smirh
*Geraldo A. Rodriguez
*Kenicka Patrice Romain
*Albert A. Rophie
*Benjamin R. Rophie
*Michael Anthony Rusania
*Timothy J. Rosensteel II

Bachelor of Science in Geomatics

James B. Smith
Nandi B. Smith

**Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude         (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
DEAN R. Elaine Turner
DIRECTOR Thomas K. Frazer

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Daniel Seiler De Ruiz
Harvey P. Halprin
Irina Michelle Landa
*Elan M. Lowenstein
Spenser R. Nampon
*Madsen M. Scott

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

*Cristina D. Barnes
John Bruce Bowman Jr.
Carlita Fiestas Nunez
Nicole B. Hahn
*Gabriel S. Linn
Emily Patricia Persico
*Carly Celeste Reynolds
*Lee A. Seifer
*Meredith A. Willingham

COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

DEAN Lucinda Lavelli

BACHELOR OF ARTS

*Daniella A. Alonso
*Miranda Giselle Amaya
Diego R. Bermudez
*Isabella R. Faria
Esperanza Hincapíe Garzón
*Lauren E. Killer
Bibian Kwak
Andrew M. Mankin
*Kathryn Keely Mason
**Gabrielle Jean-Margarite Medina
Briana A. Mendez
Jessica Renee Morra
Rafael F. Moura
Allison A. Newcombe
Kelly S. Quinn
**Colette Renee Rackleff
Ronald Dale Segrest Jr.
*Laura Elaine Smithson
*Chad E. Stanley
*Rachelle Lynsey Strang
*Jerrika Lynn Townsend
*Zoe L. Vlahos
*Kasie N. Wagner

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART EDUCATION

Idanya B’andra Clark
Juliana Carmella Guccione

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN DIGITAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

*Timothy M. Buchanan
*Phillip N. Corrado
Colby R. Gatz
Ying He
**Veronica Carmen Hernandez
*Caitlin Kearney
Vladimir M. Marlowe
Julian Christopher McNeill
*Deidre Elisabeth Messner
*Kyle Logan Miller
*Jose Mario Montes
***Seth Michael Pigue
Alex W. Pinchin
**Kendall N. Robertson
*Nika Nichole Robinson
*Jessica Sorcoro
*Marco A. Vannucci
*Mengling Wu
*Luke Anthony Yonge

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY OF ART

*Isabella R. Faria
Paula Kroll
Elliot Asahel Leiva
Katie Michelle McFarland
*Kathryn Lisette Mesa
**Emily Rose Pollman

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

***Senta Achée
*Faye V. Akin
***Jacqueline M. Albano
*Christopher Luis Alfonso
Carl E. Álvarez
*Cecilia M. Angeles
Felipe Manuel Arencibia Jr.
***Zoe R. Austin
George Baby Doll Banks
*Brooke Baumgartner
Thiana P. Berrick
*Melissa E. Bibliowicz
*Ariel E. Brett
Germain E. Caceres
Shimul Fatema Chowdhury
*Brooke Baumgartner
Thiana P. Berrick
*Melissa E. Bibliowicz
*Ariel E. Brett
Germain E. Caceres
Shimul Fatema Chowdhury
**Gwendolyn C. Chrzanowski
Luis Armando Colina
*Anissa Cornote
*Ivette De Santiago
Ashlyn Simone Diaz
*Christine K. Dorsey
*Rainy Karuna Engel
Kayla Olivia Evans
***Caroline Noemi Flores
***Mia-Jeanne Frattino
**Tiffani L. Fulda
*Briana R. Gagné
*Alison Kate Gensmer
*Victoria L. Gled
***Gabriela T. Granado
***Samantha L. Gresham
***Tianna N. Harvey
Kelley Marie Hernandez
**Jennifer Marie Herrera
***Victoria M. Heuston
*Carlos E. Hincapie
**Anna Gui Wen Hinkeldey
*Tyra Janelle King
*Alexis Konig
*Danielle M. Lawfersky
David N. Leppert
*Hannah Jennlyn Lewis
*Daniel Alexander Llaca
**Laura Maria Lopez
*Marie Tatyana Mann
*Jessica Martin
*Jeremy Evan Martinez
*Natalie Marie McPherson

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Esteban Arturo                      Jennifer Antoinette Cuenca
*Madeline M. Baker                  *Kim S. Estesrea
*Shelby A. Barrett                  Matthew Scott Guzy
***Maria Corina Benatuil Wulff     *Sidney Sue Howard
***Grace K. Berrios                *Adrienne Ivers Johnson
*Shari A. Brown                      Brandon H. Kocher
Paige Gabrielle Carl                ***Rames Machado
**Collin S. Ciel                    

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Andrea Isabel Acosta                  ***Sammy Gonzalez
Colin Daniel Aebli                    *Brandon J. Good
Calvin Gregory Aaron Bond            *Jonathan Llewellyn Gravely
***Waldo Diaz Miranda Sr.             *Audrey Bridge
***Kiara Eijo                        *Grace E. Houdle

BACHELOR OF MUSIC IN MUSIC EDUCATION

***Marisa Angel Anguilano
Dustin Bradely Ferguson               *Alexander C. Franklin
                                         Marissa McAuliffe
                                         **Samantha Michelle O’Brien

WARRINGTON COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

HEAVENER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DEAN John Kraft

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jared Scott Abes                      Jenna Tracyn Hayden
Fabricio R. Aguilar                  ***Alexander McMichael Helms
Christopher A. Albritton             Summer Lissette Hernandez
Luke T. Anglemire                  Melissa Horadam
Laura Catherine Barry                Sabina M. Horecky
Claudia Walker Bell                  *Alexa Carly Jacobson
Juliana Bermudez Yacaman             Phillip D. Kangari
Megan Nicole Cain                    *Kiera M. Keeseker
Joshua D. Comiter                    Jungyun Kim
Jamie V. Cona                        Kyle Steven Litzak
Elisa C. Feliciano                   Jordan Dawn Masters
Austin Daniel Frazier                LeAnn Elizabeth Meyer
Michael Gardina                       Patrick Thomas Littleton Mims
Danielle Taylor Gertner             *Kelsey Noel Nickerson
*Gina Nicole Gonzalez                Mathew W. O’Neill
*Courtney Elizabeth Hall             *Kaitlyn M. Pancile
Brandon Alexander Harris                 Garrett Matthew Patane
                                           
Cassidy A. Pequignot                  Mirtiam J. Pinedo
Miriam A. Rawds                      Kristen Noel Riley
Mackenzie F. Rocha                    Alex Jay Rosenberg
Jack E. Russell IV                    *Emily Nicole Sardinas
*Hanne Staertzel                      Sarah Michelle Sykes
Victor Manuel Telleria Metzeler      *Allie Morgan Tornopsky
Akinori Tsuruta                       Julanne Jean Tyrose
Kenrick Alexander Watkins             **Sidonie WolfsKeil
                                           George Landon Wright

*Magna Cum Laude                      ***Summa Cum Laude
***Cum Laude                          ***Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades

Megan L. Smith                       *Jonathan Spitzer
***Amanda Marie Stambrosky           Mallory Rose Sterfes
Manrique Torrens                     *Marina N. Turner
*Nicholas A. Valdes                  Maritesssa Vallellas
*Joshua T. Veasey                    Kelsey A. Willkerson
***Daniel Montgomery Womack
Allie K. Wright                       Lianna I. Zaragoza
                                           
*Cum Laude                           **Cum Laude
***Cum Laude                          ***Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

*Connor Anthony Joseph Accurso
Amir Ahmadzadeh
Manuel Al-Abdallah Farias
Cydney Albright
Jonathan Mark Aldridge
Kelley A. Almonti
Christian E. Allemand
Giovanni Altamiranda
Luiz M. Amaral
Lorena Anzola
Jesse E. Archambault
Kyle J. Archambault
Matthew L. Armas
*Kathleen E. Arnold
*Karli Paige Astaphan
Laurie Ann Auld
*Megan B. Autrey
Kristina Mae Aviles
Daniel J. Azpuru
Andrew William Babcock
Tori Lynn Bagley
Xinamei Bai
*Nicole Teresa Milvia Bake
Karli Paige Astaphan
*Kathleen E. Arnold
*Megan B. Autrey

**Rodrigo Ferreira Bassit
*Alexander Sherif Basta
Lena Amber Bateh
Caitrin Icchel Battle
Jordan Alexander Battel
Kevin Bastista
Jenna M. Baxter
*Michael R. Beato
Lauren E. Becker
Nakuis Behi
*Kathy Christine Benedict
*Mikelly Amelia Benedict
Michael Robert Bennett
Ashley Lauren Berger
Sam Nelson Bergida
*Fabian N. Berru
Shruti Bhattacharya
Paul R. Bikowitz Jr.
Natalie Marie Birittrilla
Chazewry E. Blank
Casey Lyn Blue
Diane Bo
Damien Thaddeus Boada
Alexis C. Boscino
Britanny Borges
Chehade M. Boulou
*Allison Kate Boyd
Ciara Jane Boyle
**Dominic Stuart Kimball Bragg
Nicholas J. Bragg
*Courtney D. Brenner
Brandon Bridenburg
*Ethan Philip Brown
John Parker Brown
*William Severin Brown
Gabrielle Oriana Brownne
*Anne Theresa Bryan
*Brett T. Buch
*Katelyn Danielle Buck
Adam C. Buechler
*Wesley A. Butensky
Jorge E. Callao
*Robert D. Camp III
Kelsey L. Cansler
*Conor Neil Cantella
Kevin E. Cantor
Ralph George Caputo II
James W. Card
Lauren Michelle Cardia
Elaina L. Cardona
Maryann Eileen Carey
Timothy Patterson Carney
Evon José Cartagena
Allison R. Carter
Megan B. Carter
Evon Perry Cartwright
Artur Martin Valec Cideciyan Cary
Colby G. Cashion
Natalie Brooke Castraudo
Christopher R. Cerjan
Maria-Audrey Chalidi
Kevin Chang
Kristen Victoria Chao
Joshua D. Chapman
Danielle M. Chastain
*Elisabeth Gloria Chauncey
Lin Chen
Timothy Tin Chi Cheung
Denise Alexandra Chirilla
*Daniela Chocon
Aaron Kunhhe Choi
*Patrick Curtis Chucrui
*Amy C. Clear
Anthony J. Close
Alexander J. Cohen
Bernard Salomon Cohen
Jacob Harris Cohen
Katharine Claire Collins
*Dylan Jacob Conn
Christopher M. Conway
*Spencer Harrison Correnti
Matthew J. Coughlin
Kyle A. Courchene
*Joseph Patrick Couture
Anthony F. Cox
Kristin Lynn Coxon
Cali Rose Cramer
Giovanni E. Crimi
*Camille Margaret Crooks
Yeseyka Lee Davila
Eduardo Da Costa
M. Daniel Eladi
*Carina Lea Daidone
Vassiliki E. Daskalakis
Joel Davila
Daniela De Faria
*Kayleigh Allison de la Vega
Constance Marie Dean
**Nicholas S. Deering
*Michele Marie Delmastro
Jonathan Delvacar
Ryan Paul Denish
Sara B. Dennison
Danielle Marie DeSouza
Joseph D. Devine
Michael Christopher Diaz
Alexa Crescitello
Nicholas Edward Dilts
*Kiri Dimow
Jasmine Kimberly Dishgier
*Rebecca L. Dobson
Kyle Philip Domfort
Michael Christopher Diaz
Michelle Teresa Donato
Alexander Chase Donovan
Marcos Vinicius Cipriano dos Reis
Sela E. Dougherty
Antonina Doyle
Haley Reneé Doyle
Julia Harriese Doyle
Mehrzad Driver
Trong Huynh Du
Tyler Benjamin Dubberly
Danielle M. Dugay
Michelle Christine Dunbar
Sydney Katlin DuPre
Marla Aleman E. Eagen
Samuel Thomas Eder
Cailidh Caroline Edington
Adam G. Egri
Kelsey Nicole Eisch
Alexis Claire Eldarayie
Steven Evan Elington
Hunter Jacob Elliot
Catherine Sara England
Christian L. Ensey
Jaime Nicole Estes
Anais Estrella
Andrew M. Ertinger
Stephanie Marie Evans
Luis Andres Falconi
*Dalya Khluood Farah
Michelle Marilyn Faucher
Zachary S. Feldman
Bernard Feliciano
Clint D. Ferguson
Matthew Paul Fergusson
*David C. Ferman
Kristina Michelle Fernandez
Marielle Fernandez
Theresa Helena Ferran
Amy Field
*Austin Ferleko
Albert Fiore
Michael Edward Fitzpatrick
Joseph Anthony Flores
Madison A. Flores
Casey Michael Foote
*Audrey Catherine Ford
Leon A. Franco
Jacob B. Freifeld
Jesse David Frimmel
Cindy Fuentes
Ellen Noelle Fuller
Tiffany J. Fuller
*Mallori Taylor Jazz Gallimore
Carolina Alicia Garcia
Caryn Marie Garcia
Yesenia Garcia
Adam Michael Gardner
Jason Brandon Garner
Amanda Yan Garrett
Daniella Gennaro
Cameron Quinn Gibbs
Adam P. Gill
Andrew P. Gioia
Coleman Michalka Glass
*Nicole G. Gilkin
*Jessica Marian Godwin
Zachary A. Goins
*David Isaac Gold
*Kyle Paul Goldman
Joseph Sean Gommier Jr.
Christian GonzalezYaallin
*Cara Pfeffer Grandstaff
Philip R. Greaver
*Katherine Clark Griffeth
*Kelli Ann Griffiths
John M. Grinnan
*Alexa R. Grooms
Richard Edwin Grootvedt
Michael John Grove
Hema Sarada Guide
Jeremiah Duane Guettler
*Sara Elizabeth Gunn
*Jonathan L. Gutierrez
Nicole L. Gutenberg
Cassidy Alenah Haack
Shane William Haas
Drew Aaron Hacker
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*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
Katherine Kirby Hackett
Robert Christian Hackett
*Samantha Josephine Hadid
Daniel Hale
Justin B. Hamilton
Tes Elissval Flashée
*Laura Young Harper
*Rein Sutherland Harris
Ryan T. Harris
Trevor Harrison Hartog
*Kristie Lee Harvick
Stephen T. Harwood
Jordan A. Hayes
Connor Denis Healey
Sycrair N. Henry
Evon Enrique Hernandez
Natalie Nicole Hernandez
*Victoria L. Hernandez
Zachary Westin Hernandez
Christine M. Hershun
Liza Marie Herth
Jackson Hewang
*Michael W. High
Connor Jeffrey Holding
William Hayden Holland
Steven Andrew Hollis
Katherine Yeette Holm
Robert Gene Honig
Linaya Horn-Muller
Nicole Marie Horton
Anthony Stephen Hueston IV
Anny Hung
Megan Elizabeth Hutsko
*Jessica Anne Ireland
Ryan Benes Izekowitz
Jaewon Jang
Avery C. Jordan
*Ashton James Joyce
Joseph Michael Jumber II
Andrew E. Jurnovoy
*Elizabeth J. Kadirich
Clint John Kaelh
Brandon F. Kahane
Kenta Kaneda
*Danielle Christine Karnbach
*Andrea Christina Karpas
Ali Kassam
Hunter T. Kay
Sarina E. Kazandjian
Rachel Ann Keele
Rachael Cathryn Keller
Shannon Nicole Kelly
Jordan Matthew Kidder
*Nicole P. Kilborne
Riane Elizabeth King
*Ellen R. Kirkness
*Daniel H. Ko
Zachary R. Kokol
Nikita Igorevich Kotelnikov
Anna Kozeruba
Lavanya Krishnan
Adam J. Krivisky
*Kamal Grievous Krukowski
Amisha Khatri
Jessica Suzanne Kulenguski
Vivek Kumar
*Tyler Jordan Kusev
Michael E. Langer
Mackenzie B. LaPorte
Karen Lara
Emily Davis Lawrence
Sarah Lawrence
*Shaina K. Lawson
*Dena N. Le
Michael J. Lefort
Travis Kent Letter
Arthur G. Leforestier
Ashley Elizabeth Leger
Hanna C. Leise
*Karina Alexis Leiter
Tsz-Kwan Leung
Jacob David Leuze
*Austin J. Levenson
Gregory R. Levine
Joshua S. Levy
Meagan N. Lewis
Sarahbeth Hope Lewis
Trevin J. Lica
Jessica Taylor Liebman
Grant C. Lippincott
Andrew J. Loferski II
Amanda J. Longson
Anita Lopez
*Brianna Marie Lopez
Claudia Natasha Lorenzo
*Rachel Hannah Luciano
Melissa Diana Lundell
Lindsay Alyssa Lutchmidat
*Kyle Joseph Pangilinan Macalinao
Shannon M. MacNeil
Melissa Lorraine Mainelli
Troy A. Mainzer
Joseph G. Mann
Summer Marie Mann
*Heather M. Marchini
Areilie Stephanie Rodriguez-Mariqomen
Isabella Elena Marin
*Glenn H. Marks
Kellie Brooke Marnin
James Rutland Martin III
Mary E. Martin
Melanie Martinez
Kevin James Masaro
Alyson Grace Maso
Cynthia Anne Matar
Mary Rose Matchett
Kelsey L. Matthews
Zachary Hunter Maury
Donato Ramsay Mayfield
*Alexis Ann McClanahan
James E. McCormick
David C. McDonald
Alex Joseph McLaughlin
Mitch W. McMananun
Mitchell Manning McNall
*Briana J. McNeil
*Emily Catherine McTiernan
*Anthony John Mea
*Alfonso Mejia
Mason A. Melo
*James Louis Mendel
Andrew Louis Mendez
Michael James Messina
Peter S. Michaels
Nixie Ann Mistrri
*Maribeth Ann Mitchell
Virginia B. Mixon
Thomas Durbin Moffitt
Kiran Nisar Mohammad
Cristian Paul Molina
Austin Palmer Montgomery
Luis Guillermo Montoya Giraldo
Colin D. Mooney
Michael T. Moore
Caleb Morales
Erin Tyler Morgenlander
Jessica Renee Morra
Evan Christopher Morris
Lauren Amelia Morris
Jose Manuel Muela
*Jade Cassidy Mulvaney
Alejandra Nash Gutierrez
Andrea Nash Gutierrez
Jessica Ann Nelson
*Elizabeth Clare Newman
Akin Leo Ngyo
Michelle H. Nguyen
Phuong My Nguyen
*Thao Elizabeth Nguyen
Karolina K. Niemiec
Lauren E. Nieves
*Alexander M. Niles
Jakub Nowak
Cristina Novoa
Matthew Joseph Nutzo
Terryn Lauren O’Donnell
Jeremy Ong
Sahily Ortega Guanche
Garet Leloys Oswaldel
*Samantha Pace
Ashton R. Palmieri
Phillip Pan
Yanna Kathryn Pantels
Andres Felipe Pardo Sarmiento
Gabrielle Geovanna Parsons Ruiz
Benjamin Robert Peacock
*Jomar Aaron T. Peson
*Lucas Alan Pegg
Wilmer Perez
*Garrett Bruce Peters
Taylor R. Peters
*Gillian C. Phillips
Seth Ryan Phillips
*Taylor Rita Phillips
*Christian Alexander Pierce
*Amanda R. Pita
Clare Elizabeth Plummer
*Caroline C. Popp
*Kristina Marie Potter
Nicholas William Potts
James Predeus
*Kevin D. Prescott
*Carrington Dwayne Price Jr.
Jonathan E. Price
Elizabeth Elena Purvis
Rebecca Owings Quinn
Jake William Rachlin
Gabriel Alexander Ramirez
Colby L. Ranck
*Hannah Renee’ Ravenscroft
Robert Troy Reagan
Danna Huang Regnier
*Kyle W. Reiner
Loren Mariiah Reinstrom
Sabrina Reus
Conor Liam Richardson
*Danielle Christa Richmond
Donald E. Rimel III
*Nathaniel J. Ritterband
Catherine Rousar
*Christopher Matthew Roberts
*Garrett J. Robertson
Tyler W. Robinson
Jordyn A. Rockower
Nicole M. Rodriguez
*Pamela A. Rodriguez
Kathry Lee Ronsen
Robert T. Rogers
Steven Joseph Rogers
Leah Marie Rojecki
Danzel Jerrod Rolle
Samantha Mary Romero
*Jeremy S. Rosen
Rachel Ellen Roth
Seth William Rowe
Kara Rose Rubin
Alex R. Ruehling
Tyler B. Runager
Alexandra S. Sarevedra
Leo Hose Dominic Sala
Nicolas Sanchez
*Benjamin John Kenney Saporra
Sean Horton Sasser
Katie Marie Sastre
Pannikar Sattayayuk
*Aaron M. Scharf
*Scott Charles Schleoz
Natalia Schneider
Jacob Schull
Aaron Nathaniel Schwartz
*Summa Cum Laude
*Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades
FISHER SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING

DEAN John Kraft
DIRECTOR Gary McGill

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

*Gabriel Alboukrek
*Celynene Alvarez
*Robert Rafael Amor
*Marcela Arango Quiroga
*Yanet Arcaya Guerrero
*Mark Arvin
*Matthew J. Balas
*Allison L. Barbanell
*Monica Elaine Barreneche
*Jared Adam Bennis
*Gianna Capolino Blankfield
*Eden Ahigaye Brunelli
*Taylor Bryant
*Kendall Rose Burkett
*Brittany Jane Butler
*Raymond L. Byrd Jr.
*Manu S. Chandrasekaran
*Anthony Licata Clarke
*Phillip Andrew Cohen
*Alexandria D. Corbett
**Alexandra D. Corbett
*Gina Marie Crisafulli
*Jackson D. Crumit
*Carolina Alexandra Cuello
*Alexander C. Dann
*Brian L. Darby
*Andrew S. Devenbeck
*Nicole Danielle Dibben
*Simone Michelle Dixon
***Cindy N. Dosch
*Hudson C. Duff
*Logan Lynn Dunn

*Aubrey L. Steiger
*Blake Stenfert-Roche
*Scott C. Strauss
*Kaitlin L Strobel
Sarah Allison Stroop
*Heatherlyn M. Sturges
*Coby C. Svec
*Allison Sykora
*Soleil Marie Tacher
*Nino Tagro
*Stacey Mia Taft
*Jayson Alan Talbert
*Evanne Angelica Chrisanthi Tapases
*Russell Thomas Tarrant
*Allison Marie Taylor
*Zachary A. Tenn
*Harshil R. Thakkar
*Harrison Raynor Tool
*Claudia Vanessa Trilles
*Lindsay Elizabeth Trull
*Marla Antonieta Trujillo
*Margaret Patricia Trychel
*Souichiro Tsue
*Taylor M. Tubbs
*Kenan Michael Tugrul
*Michael A. Turtturo
*James Patrick Tyrell
*Karin C. Ulloa
*Briana J. Valden
*Kevin Andrew Valdes
*Nicolas A. Vander Meer
*Sara Kimera Vargas
*Veronica Vega
*Lirim Velui
*Marsha L. Vickens
*Vanja Gabriela Villegas
*Chad Tanner Vinson
*Andres Virgen

*Paul A. Fack
*Thomas Michael Fahrman Jr.
*Noelle Maria Fennessy
*Cameron T. Ferguson
*Toni M. Fernandez
*Evan Alexander Fit Gerald
*Julie Alexandra Flicker
*Doris Flores
*Austin Daniel Friedman
*Griffin Gregory Fuchs
*Derek H. Garcia
*Patricia E. Garcia-Linares
*Courtney B. Ginsburg
*Adam Daniel Goldfeder
**Hava F. Goldstein
*Sydney Elizabeth Goldstein
*John S. Gomatos Jr.
*Robert Gonzalez
*Joshua Kyle Graven
*Taylor P. Grulich
*Lee Mitchell Guernick
*Kathy Patricia Guillaume
*Megan Theresa Hartnett
*Emily J. Hoffman
*Ryan Alexander Hull
*Stephen G. Ireland
*Erick Antonio Jarquin
*Angela Rose Jones
*Megan Nicole Jones
*Jillian Marie Justo
*Nathan Todd Kaplan

*Jacob Henry Visoky
*Sarah M. Vyverberg
*Stephanie Diane Walser
*Cheyenne Gabrielle Leilani Ward
*David G. Ware
*Steven M. Ware
*Tatiana Shawn Waserstein
*Justin M. Watts
*Fred Joseph Wayne
*Devi Marie Weeder
*Emily C. Whitaker
*Hannah Marie White
**Alyssa M. Whittfield
*Austin Richard Williams
*Jeremy Winfield Williams
*Callie Marie Wilson
*Jean E. Wilson Jr.
*Joaquín Arturo Wilson Dinis
*Amber Nicole Winston
*Michael Wittick
*Matthew J. Wizman
*Max H. Wolfson
*Daniel J. Wood
*Andrew F. Woolcombe-Clarke
*Alexander Thompson Worrell
*Amy Ann Wright
*Boya Xiao
*Kalene Xu
*Maurielle Bautista Yao
*Wendi Yin
*Bryan Oliver Young
*Ricardo D. Zambrano
*Sara Esther Zhongcheng
**Hong Biao Zhou
*Austin J. Zide
*Devon Daniel Zifferblatt
*Noah D. Zimmerman

Michael Bennett Kimmel
*Edward J. Kingston
*Elizabeth Frances Kleinfield
*Matthew J. Kunzovich
*Kelly Anne Kush
*George Edward Lackman III
*Mary Frances Landis
*Hyunyoung Lee
*Christine Marie Leonard
*Jennifer A. Mandragona
*Marcus J. Marshfield
*Matthew Adam Marks
*Amanda Rose Mayr
*Blake A. McClelland
*Michael T. McClure
*Jenna L. McElhinney
*Emily Marie Meyer
*Marc Daniel Milgrim
*Victoria Anne Montesarchio
*Kristopher Eric Natale
*Nicole Marie Nelson
*Natalia Nino
*Moriah K. Noëgel
*Weston Alexander Noone
*Cole D. Norman
*Jason Heejean Pak
*Steve Kwon Pak
*Austin Slade Pepper
*Crystal Quach
*Austin Matthew Ray
*Alexander Raymond
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

DEAN Glenn E. Good

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

*Andie M. Anderson
*Maria Andrea Assenza
*Derek George Piper Baker
Dana Carrolls Barajas
*Daniela M. Bellino
*Monica Brianne Benson
**Heather Keri Brown
*Kendra Sky Brown
*Marisa Brooke Buchbinder
Sunrett Butler
*Shannon Marie Campbell
Lauren Brandi Cassell
*Kelly E. Cassidy
*Caitlin Rebecca Castro
*Rima Joan Chakhtoura
*Jennifer N. Clarke
*Samantha Cordero
*Chelsea N. Craft
*Taylor M. Cramer
Thais P. Evans
Rachel Elaine Franze
*Kayla Christine Freeman
*Sara Kay Freeman
*Austine Blair Friedrich
Haley Fuhrmann
*Jessica Vera Garcia
Alessia Nicole Gilliard
Elizabeth Anne Goodwin
*Kayla M. Gorst
*Bridget Irene Grimm
*Christina J. Gritzeniuk

*Matthew Ryan Reese
Barbara F. Reis
Abigail Rose Remsburg
*Kelsey N. Roessler
*Paige Beverly Russell
*Christopher C. Schuette
Zeming Shi

***Christopher M. Shields
Justin Allan Shifrin
Jorge Daniel Sinclair
Chrysalyn Markethia Smith
Zoey Rebecca Smith
*Shany Smoleniske
***Savannah G. Snow
Bailey A. Stasevich
*Nicole Chelsea Strauss
Stephanie Marie Tachon
Nicholas Bryan Tornatore
Nhi Ha Truong

**Vinny Jason Anthony Ungvichian
Alyssa P. Vocelka
Justin G. Walker
Ruijun Wan
*Amada Britney Waterman
Melissa Paige Weese
Shannon Elizabeth Weisz
Madison Nicole Willis
Lauren Elizabeth Wood
Alana R. Woolf
*Zachary F. Zaffos

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE

DEAN Michael Reid

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY AND KINESIOLOGY

*Ali M. Abdel-Halim
*Emily Autumn Allard-Phillips
Kathleen Marie Allen
Kevin Danilo Alvarez
*Jamie Lynn Amico
*Nathan Scott Andrews
*Heather Lynne Baeta
*Nicole Alexis Bailys
Brandon M. Baker
***Katherine Ann Bennett
*Ryan F. Bennett
*Autumn Rebekah Bland
*Rocio Scarlet Brito
*Cari Jaych Broderick
Jacquyln M. Brown
*Daniel J. Calderon
*Isabella V. Camacho
*Morgan Rey Cardon

***Christopher E. Fuller
*Brooke Ann Gardner
**Katelyn G. Gauger
*Erin Marie Ginn
*Megan Nicole Giordano
*Gabriela M. Gomez
*Megan E. Gonder
**Bryan Gregory Grubbs
*Arnav Ashish Gupta
***Ashley Elizabeth Gureck
*Carter A. Hargreaves
**Jane Escolas Harrell
Maya Simone Harris
**Benjamin R. Harrison
*Molly Page Harry
*Caitlin M. Hartley
**Emily Caroline Hays
Megan T. Heil

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final graded

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final graded
Bachelor of Science in Health Education

*Max B. Helgemo  
*Jessica Lynn Howard  
*Aaron K. Hoyt  
*Trevor A. Jackson  
*Sharena Jean-Baptiste  
*Jelani Malik Jenkins  
*Cristian A. Jimenez  
*Brandon Asante Johnson  
*Brian Joseph  
*Marie A. Kamrath  
*Raymond Grewe King  
*Lindsey Marie Knapp  
*Kateleyn M. Kraft  
*Brandilyn Ganesh Laishley  
*Isaac Kyoungho Lee  
*Arístides Luis Lima  
*Heath Michael Deane Lingard  
*Melissa A. Lynch  
*Olivia E. Marinov  
***Samantha L. Mays  
*Lindsey Michelle Meeks  
*Maylander Menard  
*Audrey Lynn Miller  
*Morgan Taylor Musselwhite  
***Thuy Nguyen  
Steven M. Noles  

*Aneri Pandya  
*Vishal D. Patel  
*Andrea C. Peña  
*Virginia Jillian Pedigo  
*Madison Leigh Pello  
*Jason A. Petasevsky  
*John N. Phillips  
*Cassandra Lynn Pierino  
*Dyanet Loreta Puentes  
*David H. Radvin  
*Erik Ryan Reyes  
*Lindsey Elizabeth Richardson  
*Eduardo Estelo Rijos  
*Jonathan Rafael Rivera  
*Anna Margaret Rivoire  
*Zachary Charles Rocca  
***Cooper Denton Rodgers  
***Taylor Marie Rose  
*Isabelle Rebecca Ruiz  
*Gabriela Y. Sánchez  
*Katie N. Sawyer  
*Jason Michael Scalfidi  
*Stephen Andrew Schwartz  
*Chet A. Seaman  
*Katherine E. Sensale  
*Luke Walker Shope  
*Connor Daniel Steeth  

Brooke Elizabeth Smith  
*Sofia Nektaria Sofianos  
*Anna Christa Stamatos  
*Alexandra Mary Stanojev  
*Rachel Stephenson  
*Courtney E. Stone  
*Jeffrey Bruce Swihart  
*Nikki Taylor  
*Tyler L. Teurlings  
*Gabrielle Ivonne Torre  
*Anthony Duong Tran  
*Mary T. Trebitz  
*Ian Mitchell Tully  
*Hailey E. Turner  
*Lindsey Marie Vander zalm  
*Nicole C. Vesely  
*Megan Nicole Walker  
*Tyler B. Weed  
*Sean Albert Webry  
*Kelly Christine White  
*Ryan Arlington White  
*Katherine Hope Williams  
*Gabriella Marie Woeste  
*Allison Kate Wrieden  
*Gabrielle Marie Zablan  
*Atiana S. Zanganeh

Bachelor of Science in Athletic Training

*Seth Harper Blair  
*Steven D. Buckley  
*Joshua David Hare  
*Derek Wayne Jensen  

*Vasiliki Kastogiannnes  
*Meghan N. Martin  
*Kenya S. Moore  
*Paul David Rauch  

Nicholas Avery Sample  
*Scott Jay Solomon  
*Autumn Sapioa Thomas  
*Donavon C. White

Bachelor of Science in Recreation, Parks and Tourism

*Tess Amanda Affholder  
*Sheriza A. Ali  
*Christina Juliette Augustin  
*Ilda Babazadeh  
*Nicole Andrea Benavides  
*Kelsey Brianne Bontrager  
*Michaela R. Borsa  
*Tracey Bowcott  
*Rosser Evans Bridwell IV  
*Cassandra Louise Brodsky  
*Angel F. Ceballos  
*Ryan Ricardo Elvis Chin  
*Caroline Lindy Collins  
*Megan M. Cobwell  
*Lauren Marlis De Ruiz  
*Sofia Michael DeCerce  
*Christa Diane Dixon  
*Sasha Iris Douge  
*Margaret A. Dukes  
*Karen Edouard  
*Cassandra Michelle Elme  
*Brittany L. Evans  
*Lindsay Morgan Fenlon  
*Joseph M. Gabriel  
*Debra D. Gaskin  
*Taylor Margaret Ged  
*Ashley Elizabeth Glynn  
*Lori S. Gray  
*Hayley Nickol Harmon  
**Betsy Jean-Baptiste  

Maria G. Johnson  
*Sherina Joseph  
*Patricia A. Kearney  
*Alexandria C. Kellison  
*Brittany Alexandra Kelly  
*Colleen Marie Kelly  
***Marissa A. Langford  
*Rachel Elizabeth Lanoue  
*Lauren Ann Lea  
*Brittany Paige Lesser  
*Erica L. Lloyd  
*Tian D. Luo  
*Deborah R. Madelon  
*Tatiana Gloria Maitnola  
*Kodee Marie Mann  
*Maria Leonor Manzo  
*Dorisbel Martin  
*Rachel J. Martin  
*Amanda Ryan Mathews  
*Monica Ileana Mercado  
*Austin Michael Miller  
*Scott T. Molman  
*Amanda A. Morales  
*Ashley Taylor Morgan  
*Marlene Navarro DeJesus  
*Sharmaha Noel  
***Lauren Elizabeth Northup  
*Noelle P. Padron  
*Danielle Cherise Panella  
*Nerissa R. Patel  

*Bessie Marie Paulino  
*Amanda Camille Phrasavath  
*Ashley Prasad  
*Kaelyn Denise Radebach  
*Mariana Amara Reyes  
*Kalie Briel Reynolds  
*Alessandra Emily Rich  
*Jalessia Melonye Richards  
*Zachary H. Rivera  
*Mallory Elise Rubek  
*Aiman Sajjad  
*Jeff Satine  
*Kris-Ann A. Scafe  
*Maya Sinan  
*Sita Singh  
***Tiffany Alexandra Sleek  
*Mary Suzanne Solano  
*Jeffrey R. Soliu  
*Jenna Lynn Stalmaker  
*Jacqueline V. Sveikis  
*Alexis C. Tavarez  
*Brittani Marie Tilley  
*Katelynd Elizabeth Todd  
*Kimberly Trinh  
*Juan Valentín Jr.  
*Karla M. Van Zant Kelly  
*Yaqin Jie Wang  
*Leyli Wong He  
**Rachel E. Zewe  
**Jiaying A. Zhai

Bachelor of Science in Recreation, Parks and Tourism

*Liza N. Allison  
*Erin M. Bartee  
*Breidt L. Beisswenger  
*Brianne B. Berry  
*Bailey Ashton Brannon  
*Ciara Arielle Brewer  

*Micheal Vincent Burdo  
*Jacqueline Caro  
*Rebecca Ann Cooper  
*Hannah Leighton Howell Cortelli  
***Brittany Farrell Davis  
*Charley Andrea De Jesus  

Alison N. Gehan  
*Carly Rachel Greenstein  
*Madesyn Nicole Jarriel  
*Tyler Grant Johnson  
*Tyronn T. Kitson  
*Emma Cecilia Lind  

*Cum Laude  
***Magna Cum Laude  
***Summa Cum Laude  
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT

*Jamelia Larese Banks
*Christina R. Barclay
Ja’Brayla S. Bell
*John Henry Beltran
Lauren Raya Borrstein
*Kyle Daniel Buck
Kaya Mary Card
Charles W. Caughell III
Jesse M. Chiarolanzio
*Dustin Matthew Ciraco
*Alyxandra Nicole Dubur
*Olivia Caitlin Dunn
*Carly Ann Erickson
*Ross M. Finkel
*Adam Blake Friedman

*Charles J. Funk
Eduardo Terrance Garcia
***Taylor P. Gies
Ryan Alexander Hallam
Austin R. Hardin
Kellie Lynne Hidalgo
Linaeya Horn-Muller
Patrick Jackson
Zachary Mycal Jadhovsky
Emily Westmoreland Jensen
Zachary T. Lafey
Justin David Marty
Shane M. Morgan
Nikki Jo O’Rourke
*Yanna Kathryn Pantelis

*Charles A. Gans
*Thomas A. Geraldi
*William Consultant
**Taylor P. Gies
Ryan Alexander Hallam
Austin R. Hardin
Kellie Lynne Hidalgo
Linaeya Horn-Muller
Patrick Jackson
Zachary Mycal Jadhovsky
Emily Westmoreland Jensen
Zachary T. Lafey
Justin David Marty
Shane M. Morgan
Nikki Jo O’Rourke
*Yanna Kathryn Pantelis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TOURISM, EVENTS AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT

*Kelly Alejandra Colmenares
*Alicia Palesich

*Ziva Recer
*Alicia Nicole Salloum
Arianna E. Toland

COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATIONS

DEAN Diane H. McFarlin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ADVERTISING

Deena Marie Acree
Moza Kipeni Anthony
Sydney F. Appel
*Kremena S. Arabadjieva
*Amanda Evelyn Arps
*Ryan M. Bailey
Michelle Stephanie Barnett
*Amy Elizabeth Barrett
*Julie Cara Berke
*Meghan Aline Boris-Meyer
*Natalie Diana Borik
Taylor M. Boyce
Gabrielle J. Brandt
*Emily A. Broaddus
*Raven Ashley Brown
Christina Ann Buel
Katherine A. Bundz
Robert Joseph Cazzoli
*Taylor Brooke Cohen
*Katharine Claire Collins
*Ricky L. Cutler
Dayan D’Amiello
Amanda Dawn Dempsey
*Allison Blair Deutch
*Emily Jeanne DiRoma
Megan Dunn
*Chloe Rose Ehrlich
*Rachel Haley Eisen
Mustapha Smirne Eugene
*Carly Ryan Feldberg

**Peter Ross Figan
Ayanna Imani George
*Nicola Joanne Gregory
**Veronica M. Griffith
**Melissa Guern
**Ramsey Kamal Hamed
Christopher M. Harang Jr.
*Katharine L. Hargrave
*Kalie S. Hearing
*Katharine Hernandez
*Bura Lu Jap
*Kelsey E. Jenkins
*Adrienne Ivers Johnson
Samatha Ann Kafka
Lauren Rae Kane
*Aylin Kavruk
*Katherine Rheanne Kiner
*Craig M. Kisko
*Natilie Anne Kizer
Morgan Whitney Lear
*Mauide Lechere
Kelly Sarah Crane Leighton
*Kelly S. Logan
Lisa Lu
*Gabriel M. Maltese
*Jose Diego Marti
Carleigh Bryce McFarlane
Jane Brenda McQueen
Hayley M. Meyer
Yiyun Min

David W. Moore III
**Jessica Suzette Morey
Michelle Reilly Moss
Meagan R. Nelson
*Sara Nettie
**Caroline Noland
Michael Ortiz de Villate
**Danielle D. Panariello
**Abby Gold Patterson
Mary Elizabeth Patterson
Juan Pablo Pendas
*Katharine Ann Phillips
**Cristina Maria Rabionet
Abby Nichol Reiter
Maria J. Riejiri
*Sami Sachi
*Matthew Sean Derek Schiller
**Logan J. Schweigart
Joseph P. Thirry
**Tara K. Thomson
Erin Treubig
*Alexa Rose Tsongranis
*Hannah Rose Walker
**Allie Catherine Watson
*Adam Jonathan Weiss
Victoria Claire Wienie
Kendall Dorothy Williams
*Lauren Elizabeth Wilson
McKela R. Young
Allison Marie Zawodny

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM

Lauren Ashley Adhav
Isabella Aljina
*Christine Marie Alvarez
**Melanie T. Aman
Maleahe Babar
**Abbie Taylor Banitt

*Cum Laude
***Magna Cum Laude
**Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

***Adriana Barbat
Taylor Lynn Bello
Michaela Marie Biener
Erica G. Brown
Katherine Lamont Brown
Michelle Ashley Clarkson

Sofia Costas Velasco
**Valerie N. Crum
**Shelley Rose Davidson
Edwin J. Exaus
Bryan J. Faux
Alexia G. Fernandez
Alyssa L. Fisher  
*Caitlin M. Franz  
*Taylor Patrick Gaines  
**Dahila Ghabour  
Nicole Marie Gomez  
*Diahn Edwido Gonzalez  
*Patrick O. Hark  
*Graham E. Hall  
*Griffin H. Horvath  
**Susan Huang  
Jessica C. Hundley  
*Kristine D. Janata  
*Cindy Wairimu Kaburu  
Brandon Louis Krumins  
Andrés M. Leiva  
*Ashley Nicole Lombardo  
***Alexander G. Maminakis  
**Erin M. Meisenzahl-Peace  
**Victoria Messina  
*Vitoria I. Molina  
Gabriella Blanca Nicholas  
*Bradley Phillip Norman  
*Jessica M. Pereda  
*Ariella Joy Phillips  
*Ana E. Rojo  
Tenley Mia Ross  
Silvia Alejandra Ruola Jimenez  
*Russell J. Schaffer  

**Madison Lynn Schultz  
*Samantha D. Schuyler  
*Marena Rose Smith  
*Victoria Marie Smith  
**Connor S. Soper  
*Kai Lee Su  
*Kortney Nicole Sweeney  
*Kaley Jevon Thomas  
*Paye D. Underwood  
*Lauren Jordan Weitzel  
*Cassidy C. Whiston  
*Taylor N. Widom  
*Natalie Geaba  
*Zhiming Zhang  

**Cum Laude  
**Magna Cum Laude  
***Summa Cum Laude  
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

**Bachelor of Science in Public Relations**

Caroline Brooke Abel  
*Kathryn Lee Allaben  
*Mauricio J. Almenara  
**Margaret K. Ameno  
*Jessica L. Andrews  
*Aldo Giovanni Araujo Gossenovich  
*Hadar Arazai  
*Nina K. Ardie  
**Jonathan Garrett Arnholt  
*Lauren Elizabeth Baker  
*Ryan Baum  
**Jana Lynn Berkowitz  
*Christina Marie Bicknell  
*Lauren S. Bobek  
*Aneleigh C. Boná  
*Claire M. Bough  
*Alejandra Julissa Burrier  
*Lilianne Marie Buste  
**Paige Elizabeth Butz  
**Aleksandra D. Byers  
*Kristina Cabrera  
*Rolanda Charis  
*Elizabeth M. Clancy  
*Christian G. Cooper  
*Carlynn Leigh Crosby  
*M. Kaitlyn Davis  
*Diamond L. Delancy  
*Adriana Di Graziano  
*Abigail A. Dorwart  
*Wesley Gregory Durrance  
*Jennifer Layne Eason  

Alejandra Maria Escobar  
*Maria Jose Espinosa  
*Cary F. Feldman  
*Jason Taylor Feliciano  
*Joshua Alan Ferrari  
**Melisa Maria Figueroa  
**Kristina Nicole Florio  
*Breyenne N. Flynn  
*Erin Allana Ford  
**Alexander Beth Forsberg  
*Chelsey L. Freeman  
*Claire Margaret Fuller  
*Veronica C. Garcia  
*Hailey L. Gerhard  
**Nicole L. Giaguinto  
*Priscilla Christa Greenidge  
*Sarah Maria Hernandez  
*Ashleigh M. Hicks  
*Ashley N. Iaccarino  
*Courtney Alexandra Kaiser  
*Madelynn Arielle Kay  
*Hannah Lauren Kaye  
*Megan Alyssa Kelly  
*Elaine Hsei Reu Khoo  
**Lynna E. Lawrence  
**Veronica Christine Lo Presti Mingrone  
**Damaris Lopez  
*Michelle Luschau  
*Tori Danielle Macarages  
*Kayla Rose Marcus  
*Preslie Cecilia Martin  

Hiram Alberto Martinez-Cabrera Jr.  
**James J. McLaughlin  
**Tyler Gabrielle McLennan  
*Britta M. Mende  
*Mikyla S. Mott  
*Lana Nasser  
**Jennifer Marie O'Donnell  
*Valentina Paolillo  
*Kelsey L. Peterson  
*Michael John Francis Rankin  
*Jorge A. Rodriguez-Diaz  
*Taylor Marie Russell  
*Courtney Jennings Ryals  
*Valentina M. Santana  
**Crismerly Santibañez  
*Shannon E. Sapon  
*Kaiya Joy Shapiro  
**Linda Soriano Pantaleon  
*Brigitte Stanbury  
**Claudia Stantyk-Guzek  
*Taylor Paige Stavitsky  
*Katherine E. Stedem  
*Marisa F. Stelnicki  
*Marcella May Tortorici  
**Amy Lynn Truillo  
*Laura Maria Vazquez  
**Frances M. Verjano  
*Rachel Emma Welch  
*Sara Jane Wilder  
*Lesley Anne Wright  
*Erin Marie Wronka

**Bachelor of Science in Telecommunication**

Derek Acosta  
*Rebecca Hamlin Adams  
*Erica Alexandra Alaniz  
*Cassondra Nfang Ebeni Angu  
**Crystal Marie Bailey  
*Robert S. Barfield  
*Laura Cartidad Barreto  
*Renee Elizabeth Benitate  
*Tanisha Marshay Bennett  
**Delmonte R. Bent  
*Kathryn E. Boniti  
*Chehade M. Boulos  
*Emily Kathryn Braun  
**Taryn Leigh Bray  
*Jordan A. Britt  
*Sierra Chelsea Calhoun-Pollard  
*Garth J. Carey Jr.  
*Kristen L. Carney  
*Merina Jo Casa  
*Jose Daniel Cervantes  
*René Frances Ciaranato  
**Kristina Diana Cibran  
**Darren Michael Cohn  
*Olivia Lynn Courtney  
*Emily N. Crissman  
**Madison Rose de Klerk  
**Nicole del Castillo  
*Niki E. Donner  
**Samantha Ann Driggers  
*Steven N. Embinder  
*Shahd Mohamed El Lamey  
*Lucas R. Feigenbaum  
**Orench Taylor Fisk  
*Julia Dahl Fluker  
*Natalia Garcia Montoya  
**Amad Michael Gerstenfeld  
*Nelson Alexander Gil  
*Andrew P. Gioia  
*Kaylee Elizabeth Glyder  
*Sarah N. Greetham  
*Vanessa Natalia Gutierrez  
*Jacob R. Guy  
*Nicholas A. Hahn  
*Nicolette A. Hall  
**Natalie R. Heim  
*Darling Reinita Hill  
*Elena Beth Hilton  
*Marcus A. Holton  
**Wesley Marchese Huffman  
*Connor A. Ingalls  
*Riley Elizabeth Jardine  
*Laura Marie Johnson  
*Mythrandi Lynn Jones  
*Kayla M. Kawalec  

**Caroline C. Keesler  
*Caitlin Lee Kennedy  
**Amanda Danielle Kimble  
**Sarah N. Kimbro  
**Kathryn Alexandria Komarnicki  
*Kelsey J. Leggett  
*Claudia M. Lievano  
*Gabriella Marlene Mallette  
*Claudia P. Martinez  
*Nicole Martins  
*Devin Nicole McDermott  
*January C. Miller  
*Julie K. Miller  
*Nestor Raul Montoya  
*Jordan R. Moody  
*Kristen A. Morano  
*Allison A. Newcombe  
*Jo-Anne Marie Ortiz  
**Lisa Michelle Paper  
*Shoan Calvin Patterson  
*David A. Paula  
*Laura G. Peavler  
*Raphael V. Pires  
*Kevin D. Prescott  
*Matthew Joseph Pressman  
**Nathalie Prieto Rodriguez  
*Alanna Victoria Ramos
**Cum Laude**  **Magna Cum Laude**  **Summa Cum Laude**

(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

Bachelor of arts

DEAN David E. Richardson

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Daniella Viviana Abdin

*Maria Laura Abdo
*Armani Manuel Abreu
Sarah V. Acosta-rubio
Christian Barry
Christopher Paul Adams

**Jillian T. Adams
Joshua A. Adams
Crystal Marie Agosto

*Amanda Marie Aguero
Paula Alejandro Aguilera
Teresa Marie Ahler
Nazi Ishti Ahmed
Eugenia Nicole Akins
Manuel Al-Abdallah Farias
Erica Alexandra Alaniz
John C. Aldridge
Artém Alekseev

*Sharonah M. Alexandre
*Michael S. Ali
Ashlee N. Allen
Patrick Henry Allman IV

*Jacqueline M. Almeida
*Raul Alejandro Al始于
Franciscina Althidor

*Christina Marie Alvearez
Nicolas Jorge Alvarez
Brittany Anderson
Cadijha Jasmine Anderson

*Devon Margaret Anderson
*Melissa Kirstin Andrews

*Samantha Emily Aparicio

*Ravenne Nicole Aponde
Hadar Arazi

*Jose Jacob Arce
Richard Anthony Arena Jr.

*Maria E. Arndt
Geoffrey Poole Atkins
Brandon James Austin

*Benjamin Paul Auyang
Kevin T. Avedon
Juan P. Ayala

Joon Paul Ayres

*Patricia Aziz
Joseph P. Bacon
*Erica L. Baker
Noah Andrew Baker
Alejandro Elio Balar

*Victoria Nicole Balda
Jay Walter Baldeweg-Rau

*Kristin Leigh Balko
*Lilian G. Ball

*Andrea H. Barahona

*Tiffany Nicole Barahona
Christina E. Barbo

*James Michael Barlow Jr.

Joel Joseph Sebastianelli
Seamus P. Seery III
Carly R. Silverman
Bridget Elizabeth Sloan
Lauren E. Sokolowski
Tyler Raymond Soliday
Kenneth R. Stewart

**Jenna C. Strobel
Nikko Rommel Tan

*Elizabeth Austin Tate
William R. Taylor
Olakemi T. Thomas

**Jennifer L. Tinter
Sable Leigh Toney

Luis Fernando Torres III
James H. Torrez
Taylor Noel Trache
Paris Imara Tyburski
Robert Jon Van Deering
Joshua R. Venkataraman
Phillip Wells Jr.

*Joshua C. Williams
† Chance William Wolf
*Etham Charles Young

**Hayley Jo Zagacki
Olivia Lee Zielbarth

† Degree Awarded Posthumously
*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude         (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

*Lauren Burrell Cox
**Jonathan Barrett Daniel
*Gloria Bernice Dewlow
*Aarathi Devi
*Nardin Onsi Derias
*Franco Della Torre
*Neil Gonzalez Decenteceo
*Chloe Anne de Crecy
*Anthony James Davila
*Samantha M. Darcangelo
*Cody M. Dalton
*Mitchell Aaron Custer
**Jonathan Barrett Daniel
*Samantha M. Darzangelo
Antonella G. Davalos
*Katherine Elizabeth David
*Anthony James Davila
*Candice Staree Davis
Keandra Patrell Davis
*Taryn Marie Davis
*Tiffany L. Davis
*Chloe Anne de Crecy
Daniela De Faria
Sergio De La Torre
Jose Ariel De Los Santos
Kevin Deato
Amy Elizabeth DeBacker
*Neil Gonzalez Decenteceo
Nicholas A. DeFilippis
Lauren Elizabeth Del Vecchio
Brittany Nicole Delay
Franco Delia Torre
Gabriela Ann Delva
Amanda Dawn Dempsey
Stephani Rachel Dentici
*Nardin Onsi Derias
*Victoria N. Descht
Cynthia Elise Devereaux
*Aarathi Devi
*Gloria Bernice Dewlow
Adrian J. Diaz
Michael R. Dillen
*Daniel Cameron Ditaranto
*Elizabeth W. DiVito
Antonietta D. Doan
*Feyton C. Dole
*Kristen Marie Darvial
*Kabeel Mohyadin Dosani
*Jacqueline M. Douek
Ishanna Dow
*Dewandra Marchell Downs
Evan James Drake
Dedric A. Dukes
*Lily Spence Dulberg
Robert L. Dunlap II
Matthew B. Dunn
Sean T. Dunngan
Felicity Belle Flores Duran
*Kerrie Marish Durham
**Rebecca M. Earles
Hannah Marie Eckdahl
**William McGuire Edwards
*Margaret Marian Egeln
Yuja Frances Eggleston
Cheyenne L. Egstad
*Rachel Haley Eisen
*Andy Elseaier
*Steven Evan Elkington
*Marianna Kate Eloydi
*William A. England
*Isaac A. Epstein
*Troy M. Epstein
*Matthew Luis Escobar
Stephanie T. Escoto
Manuel De Jesus Estepihan
*David W. Evans Jr.
Andrew Kent Fairbanks
Defron C. Fairure
**Jesse Ryder Fallen
Alexandria Nuhad Farmand
*Marie Viola Farmer
**Bianca J. Feazell
Michael T. Feld
*Brian David Feldman
Elisa C. Feliciano
*Samantha L. Felman
Sean Adam Ferguson
Taylor Nicole Ferland
**Christina M. Fernandez
Melissa Maxine Fernandez
Christian A. Figueroa
**Grace Valentina Figuera
*Jillian Marissa Finkelstein
Johnathan Jacobie Fischer
*Gretchen Taylor Fisk
*Kayla M. FitzSimons
Kaethlyn Samantha Flaherty
*Phoebe J. Fleming
*Merced Jennette Fletcher
Angela M. Flister
*Margret Lavin Fledoeen
*Austin Cody Folger
Donald J. Fontenot III
*Teah Quinn D. Forbes
*Tierra A. Forbes
*Kaylinn Mary Ford
*Kirk James Wilhelm Forrest
*Megan Anna Cameron Forsyth
Antonio Jesus Forte
*Carla Cindy Frats
*Samantha David Ramsey Fraeligh
Claudia S. Francis
*Nigel F. Frank
Leigh Ann Franklin
Lindsey Franks
Juan F. Frasica Gonzalez
*Lauren A. Freeman
Jenna Blake Froog
Katherine L. Fry
*Daniel John Fuentes
*Maria C. Fuentes Lindarte
Richard Thomas Fuent
Taylor Ann Marie Fuller
Charles M. Fullerton
Sarah Alison Gaines
*Robert Michael Gallascio
*Nobeli Aime Gayos
*Miles Conrad Gardner
Joseph Gargano
Jared Alexander Gaum
Rebecca M. Gebert
Alyssa T. Generali
Daniella Gempanto
Lucille Mary Ghantos
Michaela M. Giampalco
Marisa Ariel Giannott
**Vicor C. Gilson
*Sueci V. Gimenez
*Alessandra F. Giordano
*Conor Yates Gleeson
**Amanda M. Glenz
Sherry Nicole Glover
David Stearns Goldberg
Bryan J. Goldman
*Carinne Mac Goldman
Melissa Ann Goldstein
Paige D. Gomes
Alexander Gomez
Jennifer E. Gomez
*Ryan C. Gomez
*Andres Gonzalez
*Djaman Eduardo Gonzalez
**Berta Maria Gonzales-Eloy
*Christian Alexander Gonzalez-Orbogoso
Tonka-Kadeeja Andrene Gordon
*Laura Kathrin Gorham
Hugh Errol Graham Jr.
*Matthew Ryan Grandstaff
Aubrey Geroid Grant II
Brenna A. Grant
Jessica Mary Grant
*Ralph Grauer
*Erin Denise Gray
*Danielle L. Green
*Zoe Katherine Green
**Emma C. Gregory
Jennifer Marie Grena
*Kathryn Louise Gresham
Taylor Renee Griffith
*Lindsey Orion Griubbs
*Swanana L. Guerin
Alyssa Guild
Ian A. Guittard
*Sarah Elizabeth Gunn
Megan Elizabeth Guyton
Yolanda Maria Hagley
Mahtal Yukumoaikl Hagos
Christy Camile Haines
Anika Irene Hakim
*Blake Hakimian
**Holland R. Hall
James Dylan Hall
Samantha Leanne Hall
Michael Aaron Hammerle
**Megan Elizabeth Hammerling
*Carlile Elaine Handsby
Michelle Joyann Hanley
Justin W. Hanso
*Shafira E. Hardanian
Janeen Hartree
Kelvy A. Harris
*Sofia Katherine Harris
Marie E. Hasset
*Nicholas C. Haughton Sr.
*Kalyani Hawalda
*Symone Alicia Hawkins
**Maisy Lynne Maria Hayden
*Jackson Lee Haynes
William Taylor Haynes

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final graded
*Sabrina Taylor Heck
*Soﬁa Heilborn
*Daniel T. Helfrich
Rebecca S. Heller
Chelsey Calyn Hendry
*Robert W. Hendry Jr.
*Mary Grace Henley
*Alexandra A. Hermann
Daniel Arroyo Hernandez
*Jennifer Marie Hernandez
*Manuela Hernandez
Yasits E. Hernandez
Aram D. Hershkowitz
*Raen A. Hestbeck
*Andrew Michael Heymans
Darling Reinita Hill
**Melissa K. Hill
Abigail Leigh Hindman
Matthew J. Hoek
Juliette C. Holhaus
Gage W. Honeysette
Kyle D. Hood
*Nicole T. Hood
*Brittney Logan Hopper
Danniele Constance Horosh
*Miranda Taitiana Horta
*Vanessa Kayehilani Hosaka
Alexandria Gonzalez Hoyes
Justin Thomas Hundersmarck
Katherine Melissa Hylton
*Mary Jane Ice
Okom Brittney-Rose Ilkogor
*Emily Kristin Iler
*Susan L. Imes
**Timothy M. Ingram Jr.
*Ashley T. Inman
*Miranda Nicolle Innis
*Olivia Rose Isac
*Joseph Benjamin Isenberg
*Geeta Iyer
*Courtney Elizabeth Jackson
Rik’i W. Jackson
William C. Jackson
Dafne Sofia Jacobs
*Alexa Carly Jacobson
Elisabeth Jacobson
Parker R. Jacques
Benjamin D. Jaffe
Richu Anna James
*Carmen M. Jameson
*Camille Sarah Jamshidi
*Emily R. Jansen
*Bura Lu Jap
*Kaley Ree Jaslow
Kimberly Jasmin
*Luke Brian Jeske
*Paula A. Johns
Tyler S. Johnson
Dylan Clark Johnston
Chandler N. Jolly
*Divya Jolly
*Sadie Alena Jones
Aranya M. Joseph
Harold Joseph
*Charlotte Theresa Jung
Ada Kafeshiu
*Sarah Rebecca Kaiser
*Yarden Zehava Kakon
*Katherine Louise Kalasunas
*Allison Eileen Klein Cane
Denzel Kwaku Kankam
Darina Petra Kovařenková
*Danielle Christine Karnbach
**Hannah Nicole Kaufman
Kali Zane Kaufman
*Michelle Janine Kauf-Ardelt
Kayla M. Kawalec
*Madelyn Arielle Kay
*Caitlin Kearney
Hunter Heron Kelly
Joshua Keith Kelsey
Jessica Dawn Kepple
Emily Anne Kettenburg
Kevin Francis Keyes Jr.
*Farah Khan
*Juliana Khatib
Ryan M. Kiehlemeier
*Min Kim
Kendall B. King
*Mary Kathryn King
*Sarah Elizabeth Kinsey
Joseph G. Klein
*Gracelyn Emery Klettner
*Nariman Kobakhdzie
Maria J. Kongs
*Emma Jean Kornrumpf
*Elizabeth A. Kratik
*Scott M. Kratik
Sandra Meschelle Kuhn
*Mackenzie J. Kushner
*Alexander E. Lake
Gwendolyn Irene Lamothe
*Sophia Annabelle Lamothe
*Daniel M. Lnusc
*Justin Laneuvile
*Nicole Langesfeld
*Gunnar W. Larson
*Andrew Blake Latham
*Michael Robert Lattanzi
*Brittani Luke
*Angelica L. Lauver
*Tamara Chanel Law
Chelse R. Lawrence
Oanh Faustine Le
*Andrew Z. Lee
*Aspen Lee
*Elizabeth Grace Lee
*Hyunji Hannah Lee
*Jonathan E. Lee
*Rachel Alexis Lee
*Gabrielle Sophie Leeman
*Jenny Lea Leonard
Casey N. Leopold
Bobby E. Lester IV
*Jennifer Elizabeth Levengood
Elise C. Lewis
*Marc L. Lewkowitz
*Amy Li
*Richmond Liang
Nadira LaShae Lifman
Hali Skot Lindsay
*Michael Reid Livers
*Isabella Llano
**Tommy Lockward
Amy Lopez
Luis Lazaro Lopez
Jamie Marie Lower
*Mitchelle Luchau
Thomas Robert Lukashow
Anna Kathryn Lunder
*Bianca R. Lurata
Alexa Paige Luria
*Alexander J. Maté
Garrett T. Mabel
Ciara M. MacBride
Amanda MacDougall
*Alexander A. Macia
*John Edward MacIsaac
Shaï Dhindra Madhav
*Mehreen Mahmood
*Nicolle Linda Maille
Amanda Faye Makhoul
Ashton Leigh Mallard
Lisa Maria Mall
Seresidey Melma Mancheno
*Austin Taylor Manchester
Connor E. Manion
Summer Marie Mann
**Ann Esther Manov
Rachel Marcus
Johanna Mae Allawan Mariano
Thelmara Angeline Markham
*Bradley Allen Markley II
*Leigh Cremers Markowitz
*Michelle Marquez
*Courtney Nicole Marsh
Catherine Lourdes Martelly
Eric A. Martin
James Rutland Martin III
Laura Lea Martin
Shanathani Navisha Alexandra Martin
Derek Mark Martinez
*Liane Helena Martinez
*Paula Alejandra Martinez
*Darius Javan Masline
*Senem Azari Mason
Alexis Elaine Mast
*Melissa Suzanne Matchett
*Marisa Mato
Lisa R. Matthews-Barnes
*Allison N. Mayberry
Donato Ramos Mayfield
Tiffney Shaw Mattar-Carter
Kevin Josue Mazzariegos
Stephanie Marie McComber
Miranda L. McCown
*Molly Elizabeth McCoy
Carleigh Bryce McFarlane
*Patrick B. McHugh
Lisa Marie Mckennon
*Caroline Anne McKinney
*Naoimi R. McClain
Slayden Dane McLeod
Gianna Nichole McNeeley
Dana M. McNeely
Jason Oliver McNeese
*Gabrielle Jean-Margarite Medina
Mayra M. Medina
Corey Tyler Meisenheimer
Brittney Mejia
*Vanessa Dana Mendelson
*Andrew Louis Mendez
*Jany Mendez
Paloma Mendez
*Yarelis E. Mendez-Zamora
Mark Blair Merklein
Darcy Marie Messina
*Amoreh Ahmed Abdel-Hadi Mettaw
*Ian Joshua Meyer
*Katharine M. Meyer
Amanda Haley Meyers
Alexandra Rae Miles
*Scott M. Miller
Kimberly Millien
*Kelly S. Milliron
Paetyn Michelle Milton
*Teodora Milusheva
*Nicole Alexandra Miniet
*Shannen M. Mitchell
Carmen Frances Moldoby
*Daniella Molina
Brittany Suzanne Monington
Allison N. Montoya
Nuridie NaSirah Mora
*Alexia Marie Morales
Luc Selenia Morales-Camacho
Ofrí Johan Moran
*Anna Catherine Morgan
**Brett Christopher Morgan
James Aek Morgan
Kamron Tyler Morgan
Robert Dale Morgan
*Michael Edward Moritz
*María Elena Moriño
*Lisa N. Morris
*Sabrina Anamaria Morris
Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

Savannah Trish Pellegrino
Anmol A. Patel
Emiro A. Olivares-Velez Jr.
Olivia C. Phillips
Jacob Robert Peek
Ricky Kiran Patel
Hailey N. Oldnettle
Lucas Tyler Nunn
Mikaela Marie Nordman
Annemarie Elizabeth Nichols
Shannen L. Murray
Melis Deniz Muradoglu
Daniel Joseph Mumford
Kristen Marie Motola
Shivanie Motee
Ariella Joy Phillips
Trisha Bianca Phillip
Kaylee Ann Petik
Alexander Demarco
Varsha Pratima Sahoo
Justin Stefan Sage
Leigh Anne Russell
Katelyn Marie Stadtlander
Hanne Staertzel
Casey Christopher Ste. Claire
Jordan S. Steckler
Nicholas R. Stampar
Kelly Marie Stalter
Virginia Lee Stanton
Michael Cleveland Stavely
Casey Christopher Ste. Claire
Jordyn S. Steedler
Aubreyl L. Steiger
Estefania Steiner Tudela
Kaley E. Stelling
Adam B. Stoller
Justus Alexander Stone
Marissa Taylor Stone
Rachel Lynsey Strang
Kyle B. Strawn

Bradley J. Sanders
Catalina R. Sanders
Elizabeth Morgan Sanders
Matthew Thomas Sandler
Anna Marie Sandoval
Jessica E. Singer
Brittany Renee Sansom
Amy Elizabeth Sapp
Madison Ann Saunder
Traenique Melverne Saunders
Isabelle Maree Sawhney
Kyle Jordan Schaeffer
Alexander Robert Schechner
Alex Schlapitz
Donald V. Schleicher
Zachary J. Schlein
Bree Anne Schmidt
Kira N. Schmitz
Joseph A. Schrimscher
Jake Cameron Scott

Stephen Scroggins
Olivia Danielle Seelig
Avery Lucas Segal
Zachary A. Serota
Michael Briandi Seyfried
Kasey Senger Shalinsburg
Elsiva Shalsi
Kara Nicole Sharp
Taylor Kristen Sharper
Alexander Nathaniel Shaks
Jesse M. Shechter
Lane R. Sheldon
Rachael B. Shipes
James Mitchell Showalter
Tseneme Akram Shraiteh
Cody Kristof Shultz
Duaneey Siddu
Zoe L. Sieber
Jeremy Thomas Siegel
Jennifer C. Sierra
Tovil C. Silas
Andrew E. Silver
Tiffani Shaneeqa Simmons
Dainius Tyler Simpkins
Will Simpson
Shpresa Sinanaj
Charles Reginald Simon
Jacob R. Sijufty
Jacob E. Sjostrom
Kayla Danielle Stoeande
Andrea Lauren Smith
Andrew Patrick Smith
Kelly E. Smith
Lauren Monique Smith
Leslie Ann Smith
Nancy Kay Smith
Stephen R. Smith
Zachary Jason Solomon
Keiana Paris Solomon-Haengel
Tiffany Crystal Sonera

Domenicq C. Sorresso
Leonard Hall O’Connell Spearman III
Olivia A. Sperry
Katelyn Marie Stadlander
Hanne Staertzel
Kelly Marie Stalter
Nicholas R. Stampar
Virginia Lee Stanton
Michael Cleveland Stavely
Casey Christopher Ste. Claire
Jordyn S. Steekler
Aubreyl L. Steiger
Estefania Steiner Tudela
Kaley E. Stelling
Adam B. Stoller
Justus Alexander Stone
Marissa Taylor Stone
Rachel Lynsey Strang
Kyle B. Strawn

*Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  
*Simon Mouckley Moskovitz
*Shivanie Motee
*Kristen Marie Motola
Gilbert Mulenda
*Daniel Joseph Mumford
*Melisa Deniz Muradoglu
*Blake Daniel Murphy
Morgan Marie Murphy
Samuel Allen Murphy
Sean Zangoui Murphy
*Shannen L. Murray
Samantha V. Myers
*Jasmine Naoumaou
Alison Whitney Naide
Andrea Nish Guitierrez
RAWAND NATSHEH
Julianne Marie Nieuze
Amanda M. Nelson
Britanny S. Nelson
Parker Jackson Neuf
Cristina Oliveira Neves
Hannah Scott Neville
Jonathan Todd Newman
*Minh-Thu N. Nguyen
*Annenarie Elizabeth Nichols
Tamara Nicolas
David Meredith Niemiernycki
Johanne Renee Noel
*Mikaela Marie Nordman
Mallory Marguerite Northrop
*Carolina Fernando Novoa
Lucas Tyler Nunn
Jacob William Nutting
Matthew Joseph Nuazo
Connor J. O’Brien
*Hailey N. Oldnettle
*Emilio A. Olvares-Velez Jr.
Logan F. Oliver
*Christopher M. Olowin
*Jon N. Olson
*Eion Gerrit Oosterbaan
Erica J. O’Rama-Cruz
*Aurane Kaye Oriie
*Maeghan L. Overtor
*Kaplund Quinn Owens
*Natalia Danielle Perez Santos
Kiersten Brianna Pace
Joselin Victoria Padron-Rasines
Michael Phillip Paleveda
Nicole Alexandra Palermo
Gabriella Teresa Paola
*Christina M. Papadopoulos
***Lisa Michelle Paper
Ashi A. Parikh
*Anmol A. Patel
*Ricky Kiran Patel
Selina Pravin Patel
Jonathan A. Patterson
Zubin Samuel Paul
Danielle Maria Pedersen
*Jacob Robert Peek
*Savannah Trish Pellegrino
Cassie J. People
*Monica C. Perdomo
*Chelsey Perez
Manuel Jean-Paul Perez
Richard Perez
Alexis E. Jordana Perry
*Alexander William Peterman
*Kaylee Ann Petik
*Stephanie Elene Petrakos
Brett Garrett Petovich Jr.
Kristina Khanh Pham
Linda Thanh Phan
*Trisha Bianca Phillip
*Ariella Joy Phillips
*Olivia C. Phillips
Spencer G. Phillips
*Erin Nicole Pietrewicz
David Placido Jr.
Drake Austin Polino
*Robert A. Pomeroy
Duncan McClain Popkins
Devon Christian Pothmann
Sarah C. Potter
Alexander R. Powilla Jr.
*Rachel N. Powell
Guillermo Eduardo Prichard
*Jaylyn Marie Pratt
Jachyn Mary Prussing
**Michael Barnett Fula
Gabriella Kristina Quevedo
Rebecca Owings Quin
*Emily Elizabeth Radomski
*Nisha Ramchander
*Alfredo J. Ramirez
Maria D. Ramirez
Santiago Ramirez
*Ximena Lucia Ramirez
Elizabeth Ann Ramos
Susel Ramos
*Anna Raphael
Bushra Habiba Rashid
*Kristen Marie Ratliff
*Vikram S. Ravoor
**Andrew Muong Reath
Wade Anthes Redlick
Thomas Kent Reddington-Kincaid
Kalen Dan Reddy
Asliyn Rose Reese
Jamal Dean Rezei
**Kate Rheuma
Hattiesha Patrice Rich
*Kaolin L. Richard
*Riley Rebecca Marie Richards
*Rebecca Lynn Richey
*Danielle Christa Richmond
*Allison L. Ridenour
*Matthew S. Riordan
Alexandra L. Rippe
*Reghan Rose Rivas
Jesse Robert Rivera
David C. Roach
**Leah F. Robbins
*Garrett J. Robertson
Breanna Ashley Robinson
Tye Duran Rochner
*Briania A. Rodriguez
Diana Maria Rodriguez
Joycillen Rodriguez
Maria Camila Rodriguez
*Paula Roetscher
*Soafia A. Rogner
*Hyun Chul Roh
*Camila Martel Rohena Maldonado
*Alyxa Karin Rollins
*Kelsey E. Roman
*Danielle V. Rose
Michael A. Rosselli
***Bailey P. Ruark
*Hanna Beth Rubin
*Alison M. Ruby
*Noah David Rucker
Nathaly Ruiz
Leigh Anne Russell
*Alexander Nicolas Russo
*Joseph A. Sacht
Justin Stefan Sage
*Alexander Robert Schechner
Allison P. Salinger
*Robert Brandon Salter
David Alejandro Sanchez

52
Bachelor of Science

Cynthia K. Abraham
*Katherine Minof Abram
*Dayron Edmundo Acosta Baluja
Natalia Cristina Acosta-Olivero
*Jillian T. Adams
Zachary Stephenson Adams
Zachary Victor Adams
Sanjay Agrawal
*Rez Aghalustainadierni
Crystal Marie Agosto
Paula Alejandra Aguilar

Kate S. Alder
*Daniel Lee Aldridge
Michael O. Allen
Melissa Nicole Alexander
*Mishaul S. Ali
*Amy Marisa Allen
*Aneesah Allie
Emilie Maria Almeyda
*Raul Alejandro Alina
Nizar Alrawm
Jessica Leigh Alvarez
Haleh Amanieh
Kyra Kendall Ambrosio
*Lawrence Mateo Anacay
*Patrick R. Anderson
*Kevin James Anton
*Melissa Kirsten Andrews
*Nicholas G. Angelone
*Emily Joy Ankus
Alexander Andrew Annis
Brenda Stephanie Antezana
*Samantha Emily Aparicio
*Courtney Gabrielle Appel
*Rodolfo Eduardo Arce

Scarlett Arencibia
*Tyler Armstrong
*Karla Arredondo
Andres E. Arrocha
Keleigh Nichole Arthur
*Mahmoud Abdelrazak Aryan
*Alex Askin
Emily Ann Astrom
*Arturo Ezequiel Atienza
Joecelyn Aviles
Samantha Ann Azadian
*Marlene Azer
*Lauren Ashley Bachtel
Joseph P. Bacon
Bakul Singh Badwal
Juliane Ilse Balwale-Wu
Neha Bapatla
*Taylor A. Barnette
Maria Assunção Barreto Gama
Michael Christopher Barry
Monique J. Bosco Barte
Amanda N. Buttress
Magdalin Sara Bassetti
*Mallory Puanani Bastian
*Nadia Zoya Batzadze
Alexander S. Bednarz
*Alessandra E. Bello
Joshua L. Bello

Shahrzad Bengali
Rachel W. Benjamin
*Charles E. Benson Jr.
Allen Michael Benzenhaver
*Aysha Lynn Berger
*Isabel Cristina Bernal
*Linzi Bian

*Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude

*Bryanna Rose Wickstrom
*Cara M. Wieland
Victoria Blaire Wienie
Lauren E. Wilbanks
*Jessica L. Willburn
Mary Sean Wilcox
Morgan R. Wilder
Ellen E. Willertz
Brandon E. Williams
Karleigh Jane Williams
Megan Miwa Williams
*Monica L. Williams
Monteessa Denise Williams
*Stefanie Alexis Williams
*Elizabeth A. Wilson
*Forrest Wilson
*Sharein Lori-An Olivia Wilson
*Taylor Alexandra Wielcke
*Joel Thomas Wolson
*Stephanie Mariette Wong
*Vivian S. Wong
Caleb Elliot Wood
*Laxmi Devi Woodham
*Brittany Marie Woodman
*Lindsey M. Woo-Waters
*Aysia Marie Xedus
*Andrew L. Yanuck
*Seamus O. Yarbrough
Lucien S. Yee
Kimberly Yeh
*Jordan C. Yeomans
Pedro Pablo Yllasastigui Fuego
*Mariah M. Yoder
Devin Andrew Zahn Freedom
*Dunny Zakria
*Tatyana Zanokova
*Joseph G. Zawada
*Xue Mu Zhang
*Emily Zill
*Kelly Vinot Zimmerman

*Madeline H. Bieda
Jaclyn Elizabeth Biedronski López de Lara
Johi A. Bielach
Connor E. Billy
Christina Geraldine Blanchard
*Danielle S. Bloch
Aaron Daniel Blogg
Amanda Leigh Bogue
María Ilhomich Bolshakov
Samantha M. Borer
*Gabriela A. Bou
*Alexis Chen Boulter
*Mark Daniel Bowren Jr.
*Darienne Elyse Boyden
*Nathalia S. Braithwaite
*Mary Alexandra Bramlage
*J. Turner Butler Braren
Sabina Rita Braverman
*Audrey Bridge
Hannah Rose Bristow
Elizabeth Marie Broomfield
Kyle Janison Brost
*Blake Morgan Brown
*Jeanette Brouillette Brown
*Laura Anne Brown
*Matthew M. Bruner
*Kaya Sarina Bryan
*Daniel Jeremy Buchalter
Arin Shay Burns
Stephanie Marie Burt
Nicole Cabrera
Sandra Cabrera
Juan P. Cabrera Marcelo
Ana Ibis Calderon Alonso
Kristin R. Calfee

*Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
Paige Kim Campbell
*Marissa Lynne Campopiano
*Aaron Andrew Capera
Anders H. Caratozzo
Francisco J. Cardenas-Lallhacar
*Nicole Margaux Cardoso
*Christopher S. Carey
Connor David Carlton
Chelsea Catherine Carr
*Shirelle Christine Carrillo
Lola Castro Gil
Dominique Catena
*Karina Nicole Chang
Sophie Charles
*Panida Charnvitayapong
*Jeimy Y. Diaz Abreu
*Stephanie Marie Diaz
*Italia Francine Diaz
*Stephanie Marie Diaz
*Jeym Y. Diaz Abreu
Claudia Caridad DiazSaval
Brian A. Dillard
*Stephen Francis Dillon
*Albert Frank Dima
Andrew Minh Quang Dinh
Joseph V. DiPolo
*Daniel Cameron Ditrananto
**William Stephen Dodd
Kristen Marie Dorval
*Kabeel Mohnyudin Dosani
*Cabbir Dündar
*Lily Spence Dulberg
*Joseph W. Dunham
*Jonar A. Duran
*Kayleigh M. Dvorak
Elizabeth LeVine Edgerley
*Kerry T. Ellenberg
*Kaitlyn R. Elliott
Wendy Escobar
Stephanie T. Escoto
*Matthew Ryan Espinosa
*Cheyenne Everhart
*Addison E. Fagan
*Dehjon C. Fairuren
*Nicholas C. Fandler
*Kelsey A. Faust
Hanain Z. Falal
*Cassie Chanell Feck
*Lauren Eileen Feininger
Grisselle Michelle Feinshamml
Michael T. Feld
Jan E. Fell
Matthew Paul Fergusson
Debora P. Fernandes
Victoria Maria Fernandez
Jose M. Figueroa
Zaracharia Zegeye Fikru
*Alana Michelle Finchum
*Veronica Leigh Florence
*Larissa Marie Flores
*Austin Cody Folger
Jessica Kay Forbes
*Amanda Jane Fox
**Cameron Evan Wilson Fraize
Kathryn Michelle Franchek
*Angela Marie Fregeolle
*Loannire Kay Fritz
*Eliaume Fuentes
*Jadi Lynn Fusco
Sarah Alison Gaines
*Alexander Galbo
*Reese Gallagher
*Tiffany Mariney Gallegos
*Ximena M. Galvez
*Christian C. Garcia
*Samantha Olympia Garcia-Plazas
Kirte Yacob Gebremichael
Lauren Nicole Geck
Jasmin Ann Geevarghese
*David E. Gelatt
*Constantina Maria Gelep
Barri Jill Genoa
Alexandra Marie Gerace
Melinda Lorene Gerard
*Alaina G. Giacobbe
*Sueci V. Gimenez
Alan M. Gimenez-Beron
Michelle A. Ginsburg
*Juanita Giraldo
*Sofia Gkoukloukintina
*Steven Robert Glener
Larry J. Glines III
Amelia S. Glowa
*Agustina Goldbaum
**Elizabeth M. Goldberg
*Laura R. Golden
Austin Michael Golia
Diego Felipe Gomez
*Katelyn Elizabeth Goode
Daniel L. Goodling
*Michael W. Goodman
Adithya K. Gopinath
*Laura Kathryin Gorham
*Connor Gorosh
*Gabrielle Joon Elise Gestigian
*Anjali Goswami
Etienne Charles Gozlan
*Ralph Grauer
Karling B. Gravenstein
Carrre LeAnn Green
*Jamie A. Green
Jasmin N. Green
*Ezra Nicole Grey
*Katherine Clark Griffeth
*Emma L. Grisham
Limeyds Guevara
*Hui Jun Guo
*Amanda Teresa Gutman
*Dominic S. Guzzo
*Morgan Marie Hallgren
*Jamie Beth Halpern
Julia Lyn Halpin
*Amanda Brianna Hanley
Michael Paull Hanna
*Shahnaew E. Hardman
*Kaleigh M. Harder
Asad Ullah Haroon
Emily Elizabeth Harry
*Ethan Noah Hartman
*Brandon James Harvey
Justin T. Harvey
*Natalia Frederica Hauber
*Kalyani Hawaldar
William Taylor Haynes
*Natalie R. Hein
*Taylor A. Helfand
*Daniel T. Helfrich
Suzanne R. Helfrich
Michael Allen Helm
*Samuel Anderson Hendley
*Alessio N. Herbeck
*Melissa L. Hernandez
Yasaa E. Hernandez
*Brandon Bradley Herndon
Carloos Daniel Herrera
Avram D. Herskowitz
Lukas W. Hibell
*Jacqueline Claudia Higgins
*Meaghan E. Hileman
*Mandi M. Hirsch
*Elizabeth M. Hoctor
Damiann P. Holschwerder
Austinn J. Holt
*Allison Rene Huffman
*Sara Ashley Hultbert
*Abigail Leigh Hummel
Ashley Elizabeth Hunt
*Kileigh Ja Yan Huscher
*Nana D. Imamovic
*Keri Ann Jamerson
*Tyler Glenn James
*Samantha Janvier
*Zechariah M. Jenkins
*Kathryn E. Jennings
James Edward Jimenez Jr.
*Paula A. Johns
*Brandi LeAnn Johnson
*Graham Scott Johnson
*Jace N. Johnson
*Jessica Breon Johnson
*Victoria L. Johnson
*Divya Jenny
Christopher D. Jones
*Hannah E. Jones

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude

(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final graded)
*Jonathan Josephs
Abigail Marie Juan
Christina Kaye Judd
Estefania Junco
**Chethana Kamath
Christopher Kang
*Anthony Richard Kankowski
Matthew Saed Kazaaleh
Elizabeth A. Kelenen
*Christina Nicole Kelley
Sheena Marie Kelly
*Jessica Dawn Kepley
*Matthew Scott Kerker
**Amanatullah Khan
Hurara Khan
**Taimoor Ahmed Khan
Eunice Kho
Kavita S. Khorrana
Leoncio G. Kian
*Daniel Laurent Kielh
**John Patrick Kiernan-Lewis
Hwanbit Kim
Arishta Rea King
Derek A. Kingsley
Emily M. Klarenbeek
Jacob Brandon Kohut
Danielle Camilla Krakosky
Carolyn Leigh Kreuzkamp
*Jordan P. Kubus
*Lekha S. Kuchampudi
Claudia Kee Jinq Kueh
Ryan E. Kujat
Narayan Prasad Kulkarni
*Ashish Kumar
*Sheryl A. Kunath
Kevin Daniel Kuntz
Stephanie Yan Lam
**Nico Lamens
Amanda Catherine Lambert
Evon Bradley Lambert
Brian R. LaMendola
Daniel M. Landis
*Nicole Langfeld
Melissa Ann LaPato
Jasmin Lara
*Melissa Carolyn LaRosa
*Micah Robert Lattanzio
*Megan Ilene Laughrey
*Brianna Laureano
**Michael Man Yue Law
Tamara Chan Law
Sarah N. Lawrence
*Megan My Le
Julia Maciel Leal
**Andrew Z. Lee
David Euisung Lee
*Jsein Lee
Jonathan E. Lee
*Rachel Alexis Lee
Gabrielle Sophia Leeman
Nathaniel I. Legum
Ryanne Catherine Lehenaff
Hailey Leiva
Claudine Lejeuste
Brian J. Lelling
Tyler G. Lesley
Bobby E. Lester IV
Kelly Diane Letcher
Austin J. Levinson
*Robert Louis Levin
*Jessica Tina Lew
*Marc L. Lewkowitz
Mary Lin
Jason David Linhan
Adam G. Lipford
Ke vin Matthew Littleton
*Camille Nicole Liverpool
**Jacklyn Marie Locklear
*Stephanie Lombardo
Amy Lopez
*Abigail Marie Lord
*Justin W. Lorenzo
**Sarah Camilla Lottspeich
*Cody Jean Lowe
Kevin Michael Lowenhaupt
*Luis S. Loyola
*Claudia Regina Loyola Amador
*Alexander Lum
Jennifer Maurine Lundgreen
*Carolina Elena Luque
*Ethan J. Lynch
Torri Danielle Macarages
Danielle Christine Machado
Jocelyn Marie Macho
*Alexander A. Macia
*Gerard Alexander MacKinnon
*Syracuse E. Madrigal
**Mark Joseph Maggie
*Natalie Malik
**Bradley Nathaniel Maller
*Kelly Anne Mamelson
*Aliya Angela Manginio
Danielle C. Mammweiler
Jessica Mantiquie
*Kailey L. Mansour
Elizabeth L. Mapes
**Staci Jacqueline Martin
Kelsey Ann Marcinak
Caithlin M. Maresca
Connor LeMoynie Marshall
Whitney Allyson Marshall
*Mariana Flauraque Martinez
*Ricardo Jesus Martinez Garcia
*Samuel Austin Maruniak
*Kirollos Nabil Maasoud
Jansen K. Mathew
Julia Matthews
*Megan Jade Netta McBride
**Lauren Ann McCarthy
*Ryan J. McCarty
*James W. McDaniel
*John Wayne McDorman
*Elizabeth Anastasia McGuinness
*M'Lyra N. McKibben
Benjamin T. Mcmahon
Gianna Nichole McNally
Marlin Joseph Meldonian
Jensen Mendez-Wu
James Michael Mendieta Calle
Jennie A. Merveil
*Kathyn Rose Meyer
*Mary Michael
Tamara Na'Kisha Middleton
*Nikita Miliceric
*Lauren Allen Miller
*Morgan Rose Miller
*Ryan J. Miller
*Jeremy A. Minaya
*Natasha Miyo
*Anjali Alina Modi
*Daniella Molina
*Kevin J. Montes
Joyce C. Morales Aparicio
*Dianne-Marie Moreau
Christine Kittle Moreno
*Brianne Nicole Morgan
*Madeleine M. Morin
*Jordan M. Morris
*Sabrina Annamaria Morris
Samuel L. Morris
Stephanie S. Moses
Jaime Alejandro Mosquera
*Shivanie Motee
*Sumaya Mujeeb
*Kyle T. Mullallan
*Ryan J. Mulligan
*Nicholas Ricardo Murrirez
*Melis Deniz Muratoglu
*Marilyn Joseph Murasko
*Katherine Murphy
Megan A. Murphy
*Christina J. Murray
*Dylan C. Musselman
Stefan D. Musse
*Iryna A. Mysnyk
Naratri Nakamura
*Niki Namazi
*Mark D. Namba
Nicholette Nascimento
Brittany Lauren Natale
Raymond T. Naresh
*Minh-Thu N. Nguyen
*Thanh-Huong Tran Nguyen
Vivian Hoai Trang Nguyen
*Diego A. Nolasco
*Jocelyn M. Nol
*Meghan E. Noonan
*Tshilfia T. Noor
**Justin Tyler Norell
*Nicole Maria Norelli
Brendan D. O'Brien
Douglas J. O'Donnell
*Lauren Lorette Olberg
*Reynaldo A. Olivo
*Michael Anthony Olson
*Roberto Ortega
*Ashley Marie Ortiz
Andrew Collin Osborne
*Valentina Osiorno
Brittany Ann Ostermann
**Nicholas Vincent Ottaino
*Iman Jamal Oweis
Daniel Alejandro Oyola-Guzman
*Emre Ilker Ozgener
Asep Qaturin
*Mujjal Sanjay Pandya
*James C. Parenteau
Heena Park
*James Halsted Park
*Nicholas Alexander Pasternack
Aatish Mahesh Patel
*Ami K. Patel
*Amol A. Patel
*Bansri R. Patel
*Harsh Pratulbhai Patel
*Maulin P. Patel
**Nikita Pankaj Patel
*Nina H. Patel
*Nirali D. Patel
*Ravi Sheales Patel
*Reema P. Patel
*Ridhi J. Patel
**Sajsan S. Patel
*Sidhi J. Patel
*Vikesh Patel
Zubin Samuel Paul
Joseline Marie Paulino
*Corina Kay Peden
*Laura Elizabeth Peek
Mackenzie Margaret Peil
Chandler C. Belfree
*Monica C. Perdomo
Cristian A. Perez
Jairo A. Perez
*Sofia Mercedes Perla
*Liliet Perrierra
*Michael David Perttunen
Charles Michael Pertuz
Joseph M. Petkiewicz II
*Sharle Bryan Pettis
*Adam M. Pfeifle
Salil D. Phadnis
*Elunbuga S. Poshara
*Aneesha Patricia Pichard
*Blake Earl Piepenbrink
Mackenzie Elizabeth Pierpont
*Justin Shawn Piliego
**Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
**Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grading)
Bernard E. Shulit
*Anna Shao
*Nadia Isabelle Sharif
Sanjkrati Sharma
*Taylor Kristen Sharper
*Jesse M. Shechter
Aaron George Shepherd
Ajit Shetty
*Benjamin E. Shiever
Olivia J. Shi
Andrea K. Shields
Alexandria M. Shrewsbury
*Dona Coellen Shulimister
Sarah Sami Sidhom
**Talles Barroso Pinto de Campos Sidonio
*Sarah F. Siemens
*Kira Marissa Silverman
*Andrea Jo Simon
*Daimius Tyler Simpkins
Jeremy Chann Sing
Carly June Skienian
*Anthony F. Skryd
*Stephen Philip Slade
Anne Margaret Hachuela Smiley
*Andrea Lauren Smith
Andrew Warren Smith
*Austin M. Smith
Erin Theresa Smith
Jinhoe So
*Lileen Socorros
Diyakshi Solanki
Abigail K. Solom
*Nicole Mayara Dias de Souza
*Austin Bond Sowers
Jorgen C. Spear
*Kelly Michelle Spencer
Meagan Nicole Spracklin
*Ruth Leasha Sr. Fort
Virginia Lee Stanton
Michael Cleveland Stavely
**Noah Alexander Steinberg
Olivia Marianna Stelmach
Rachel Elizabeth Stergios
Ian D. Stewart
*Nicole Jean Stiers
*Caroline Cunningham Stonecipher
Anna Laura Strand
*Matthew Ryan Sturm
Simon Sun
*Mercedes Dayne Swan
*Olivia Nicole Swartwood
***Seann Maximillian Taasan
Shirene Tabarestani
Shika Arlyn Dekontee Tamaklo
*Miriam L. Tarrash
*Eliana Grace Tejedo
*Luiz Gustavo Telles
Bogdan Constantin Tesleianu
*Tarone Thirawatananond
Dana Anne Thomas
*Rachel K. Thomas
Jennifer Leanne Thompson
*Trena Alison Thompson
Namitha Thotli
*Kevin Tao Tian
*Alexandra Lee Timmer
*Kaitlyn M. Tingum
**Katherine E. Tison
Elaine Daus Toca
Michael Duy Ton
*Nicholas Charles Topper
*Ana Sofia Torres
*Francesca B. Torres
*Nicholas Gregori Toselli
Jessica Ann Traid
*Ny Ngoc Thanh Tran
Nga Ngoc Tran
Thao T. Tran
Cheyenne C. Treadway
Olga Monika Trejos Kwetye
*Lauren D. Troncoso
*Alexa Rose Tsongrannis
Kim Thuy Tu
*Amanda Lee Tudor
*Sean M. Turner
*Ferran N. Uddin
*Manisha Udhani
*Courtney P. Ulrich
*Zoe Cristina Underill
*Sofiapur S. Ung
*Annette Valero
*Elisa Michelle Valle
*Kristen E. Van Dyke
*Barbara M. Vanaki
*Andrew Quinn Varan
Daniela A. Vargas
*Ericka Davelba Vargas-Tejada
**Jose A. Velilla
Adithi Vemuri
Marija Venskauskaite
Keenon Adrian Vernon
*Shannon Taylor Vice
*Vencat Vidy
*Matthew Villanueva
Andrea Carolina Villegas
**Alexander Vlasak
*Rafael Vorona
*Deya Sanjiv Vyas
*Isabel Misha Vyzmensky
*Robert N. Walden
*Logan Keith Walker
Breana Yvette Wallace
*Adell-An Walters
*Jay-Shing Wang
*Tiffany Marie Ward
*Taylor Ann Waters
*Benjamin Parks Weatherford
*Victoria J. Webb-Martin
*Alison Nicole Weber
*Ashley Taylor Welch
*Emily Leona Welch
Hannah Jean Wendell
*William C. Wheaton
*Meaghan Leigh White
*Amara L. White-Vega
*Claudia Michelle Whitmarsh
*Jay M. Wickersham
*Cortinne Nicole Widel
*Mary Katherine Wihnyk
Lauren E. Wilbanks
*Katharine Grace Porter Williams
**Tiffany Alexis Williams
Kristen N. Wilson
*Mitchell Edward Wilson
*John Mark Winter
*Dylan Matthew Wolfgram
*Vivian S. Wong
*Wen Ting Wong
*Aaron Scott Workman
*Angelina Wu
*Anastasiya Yakovenko
*Stephen Michael Yap
*Megan Yarbrough
*Michael L. Yeber
*William A. Yoder
*Timothy James Youhause
*Christian Noel Young
*Mckenzie Carson Young
*Jeremy D. Youngquist
*Muhammad Minhaj Yusufali
*Tatyana Zamkovaya
*Fedrico Maximiliano Zegers
*Amber Michelle Zeiss
*Rebecca Julia Zelmanovich
*Jeremy Paul Zhen
*McKenzie Carson Young
*Jeremy D. Youngquist
*Muhammad Minhaj Yusufali
*Tatyana Zamkovaya
*Fedrico Maximiliano Zegers
*Amber Michelle Zeiss
*Rebecca Julia Zelmanovich
*Jeremy Paul Zhen
*WenYi Zhong
*Kayla Marie Zobel
*Andrew J. Zozes
**Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude         (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude         (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

college  of  p uB lic  h ealth  and  h ealth  p rofessions

DEAN Michael G. Perri

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE

**Naghma Ahmed  
**Gabrielle Kate Cheng Alicante  
Elizabeth Anne Almand  
Abigail Kathleen Andersen  
**Joseph Michael Andreola  
**Dea Arapi  
**Annetta Aronova  
Bijan Jason Arthari  
Ludine Augustin  
**Michelle Avila  
Erika I. Baculina  
**Victoria Magdalyn Cloud Baker  
Audrey Grace Batchelor  
**Katherine J. Batchelor  
Jame Lynn Bell  
**Daniella Patricia Bendixen  
Kevin Andrew Bess  
**Morgan Elizabeth Billinger  
Adriana Sarina Binasco  
**Natalie M. Bonilla  

Haydie Nicole Keller  
Melanie Lise Hochman  
Dane H. Huge  
Stephanie G. Jelnicky  
Rebecca A. Jenetopulos  
So Jin Jeong  
Phean M. Johnson  
Meghan Catherine Kenny  
Emily Elizabeth Kerr  
Samantha Jo Koehler  
Kaitlyne Erin Kramer  
Allison Daria Kuhn  
Nehemie Lagesse  
**Mara Magee Lance  
Valentina E. Lang  
Jessica Lee  
Karis Lee  
Kathryn C. Lineberger  
Bryce Edel Liston  
Jetan Lopez  
Kristin J. Marhee  
Erin E. McDonald  
Kellan Rae McLaughlin  
Alyssa D. McPherson  
Michelle Tatiana Medina  
Ruby Ann Mendez  
Donald Stuart Mertens IV  
Sarah D. Miller  
Casey Moncreif  
Corinne Marie Morres  
Jessica S. Newman  
Winnie S. Ng  
Tran Ngoc Nguyen  
Afifa F. Noor  
Madison Emily Olkes  
Nicole Andrea Orrego  
Celine Victoria Ow  
Allysa A. Pai  
Natalia Maria Pascual  
Taylor Ann Peabody  
Ellie Kristine Peterson  
Erin Augusta Bradley  
Megan Brewster  
Britni Bridenburg  
Christy Nicole Brinson  
Kathleen L. Brockmeyer  
Theresa Valentina Caliste  
Chana Christina Camacho  
Alyssa N. Capawana  
Kimberly Marie Carlin  
Shirley Christine Carrillo  
Marta M. Carrion  
Karla Maria Chacon  
Katharine Anne Chambers  
Meaghan Lily Chin  
Wilson A. Cintron-Ramirez  
Matthew E. Citrin  
Shannon Kathleen Cochrane  
Alma Colas  
Kaitlyn E. Coleman  
Ashleigh Lauren Collis  
Delaney Rose Connolly  
Kathleen Therese Gottardo Contreras  
Kayla Marie Core  
Hayleigh M. Crosby  
Melissa Cruz  
Cierra Grace Cunningham  
Arielle Sarah Darwin  
Larry W. Davis III  
Caroline De La Rosa Mateo  
Samantha Darrow Denslow  
Olivia Glyns Donnelly  
Jacqueline M. Douek  
Nicole Ann Drollette  
Tyler Michael Dwyer  
Andrea Marie Eshinhar  
Sabrina Eugene  
Amy Joy Evans  
Sarah Jane Falls  
Kim Alexis Fasano  
Erika Lee Fassler  
Annie Petit-Homme  
Brennan Cassidy Phillbin  
Alexandra Nicole Pierovich  
James Luel Poole IV  
Danielle Erika Pruss  
Maria Emilia Quijiones  
Brittany Alexandra Reeser  
Amy Michelle Reisberg  
Stephanie A. Reyes  
Haley Michele Rice  
Michaela Anne Ringersen  
Amanda L. Roberts  
Shahzaade Na’ilah Robinson  
Stephanie R. Robinson  
Victoria M. Roxner  
Amelia E. Schak  
Janel Renee Scholine  
Francine S. Sharpe  
Jean E. Shuman  
Rebecca Mariana Siguenza Guatemala  
Kaylee Ellen Sills  
Olivia B. Sims  
Christine M. Socorro  
Stephanie Elizabeth Solares  
Andrea C. Stokey  
Nora Leigh Sultan  
Kristen Allen Thomas  
Rhett A. Thomas  
Haley Rigdon Tipton  
Alexandria K. Turnage  
Christina Marie Turner  
Vanesa Ucelo  
Khang Thành Võ  
Natalie Jean Watt  
Brittany T. Williams  
Renessa S. Williams  
Shelby E. Witmer  
Rachel E. Yadiya  
Stanley J. Yoder  
Ashley Marie Zawedik  
Alexandra Zych  

**Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude         (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
*Carla Holland Ferber
**Johnathan J. Fraebel
*Angela Marie Fregeolle
*Monica Fumero-Galano
**Judi Lynn Fusco
*SaraH Bess Gaies
*Catalina Garcia
*Katelyn M. Geiger
*Monica Fumero-Galano
*Johnathan J. Fraebel
***Summa Cum Laude
*Cum Laude
*Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)

*Carla Holland Ferber
***Johnathan J. Fraebel
*Angela Marie Fregeolle
*Monica Fumero-Galano
*Carolina Gonzalez
*Christopher Jordan Gonzalez
*Chloe B. Gould
***Rachel Marie Graf
*Kara A. Greenfield
*Caroline J. Gutierrez
*Farahnaz R. Hadjiimiry
*Phillip D. Hahn
*Devon Nicole Hall
*MaloryVictoria Hansen
*Lauren K. Grooms
*Cristina J. Gutierrez
*Carly M. Ross
**Stephanie J. Rothweiler
*Steven A. Roumbos
*Vincent Alexander Sachs
*Allison P. Salinger
*Jean Estefan Oribe Saltivan
*Victoria A. Salud
*Kayleigh M. Sanders
*Juliana Emma Schmidt
*Tyler Morgan Selig
*Ashley Elizabeth Seymour
*Alexander C. Shaw
*Patton A. Sims
*Elizabeth Chandler Smith
*Jennifer Anne Smith
*Lilah Ana Sol
*Heidi Christine Spielman
*Nasimi Rochelle Steel
***Aisha C. Stevens
*Tyler Douglas Stevens
*Alessandra R. Stewart
*Mattie E. Stewart
*Vincent Alexander Sachs
*Allison P. Salinger
*Stephanie J. Rothweiler
*Steven A. Roumbos
*Vincent Alexander Sachs
*Alexander C. Shaw
*Chloe B. Gould
***Rachel Marie Graf
*Kara A. Greenfield
*Caroline J. Gutierrez
*Farahnaz R. Hadjiimiry
*Phillip D. Hahn
*Devon Nicole Hall
*Malory Victoria Hansen
*Lauren K. Grooms
*Cristina J. Gutierrez
*Carly M. Ross
**Stephanie J. Rothweiler
*Steven A. Roumbos
*Vincent Alexander Sachs
*Allison P. Salinger
*Jean Estefan Oribe Saltivan
*Victoria A. Salud
*Kayleigh M. Sanders
*Juliana Emma Schmidt
*Tyler Morgan Selig
*Ashley Elizabeth Seymour
*Alexander C. Shaw
*Patton A. Sims
*Elizabeth Chandler Smith
*Jennifer Anne Smith
*Lilah Ana Sol
*Heidi Christine Spielman
*Nasimi Rochelle Steel
***Aisha C. Stevens
*Tyler Douglas Stevens
*Alessandra R. Stewart
*Mackenzie M. Stewart
*Tay L. Su
*Christopher Rajiv Sue-Wah Sing
*Ashley M. Sutton
*Gillian Lee Sweet
*Erin M. Swinarsky
*Mackenzie M. Stewart
*Tay L. Su
*Christopher Rajiv Sue-Wah Sing
*Ashley M. Sutton
*Gillian Lee Sweet
*Erin M. Swinarsky
*Zoreen Syed
***Carlos Hernandez Alonso
Jennifer Marie Hernandez
*Nicole T. Hood
***Sara Anne Horne
***Amanda Mercedes Hoss
*Jennifer Ann Hoyt
*Celeste A. Hurley
*Leanne Marie Idalski
*Jared Ivanov-ic-MacGibbon
*Stacie N. Jackson
*Shwana Jean-Gilles
***Elizabeth Ellen Jenkins
Victoria Jade Johnston
*Ragan T. Jones
***Sayeedah Juman
*Julianna Khattib
*Emily Lorraine King
*Jordan Hannah King
*Emma Elizabeth Kissell
*Jillian Elizabeth Kohlbrand
*Arielle Olivia Konen
***Taylor Ananda Kreis
*Ashley Taylor Kritz
***Kimberlee Ann Kuntz
*Courtney M. Lacocke
***Natalie Rose LaGatuta
*Julie Le Lam
*Ralph B. Lamone
*Brittany Marie Larson
*Ashley Kate Lee
*Katherine R. Leigh
*Kiersten Lillian Lenas
*Kerry Michelle Leonard
*Flana Rose Levando
*Kelly N. Loffredo
*Melissa Michelle Lopez
*Nicole Lopez
*Samantha Lynn Loscalzo
*Robin Michelle Love
*Coral I. Lozano-Romero
*Hannah V. Lutz
*Julia Colette Lutz
*Jordan L. Marcus
*Serena Beth Martin
*Dara Michelle Mauck
*Savanna H. McDowell
*Gauta K. McLeod
**Alexander P. McNally
*Brenna Rae McWay
*Abigail Leigh Medekley
*Matthew C. Medei
*Nicole Lauren Melone
***Kayla Rose Miller
*Katie A. Millner
*Charity L. Mikij
*Natalie Marie Molina
*Sarah Marcela Moreno
*Katherine Anne Moss
***Holly Ann Mullhern
*Kelly M. Munoz
*Tatiana Munoz
*Morgan Marie Murphy
*Minh Duc Nguyen
*Rachael Kathryn Nichols
*Elizabeth Victoria Norby
*Ronaldó Núñez Villaman
*Kayla Marie Nugent
*Melissa Nicole Palmer
*Emily M. Parker
*Haleigh Noel Parola
*Krissa Patel
*Mira R. Patel
*Laura Elizabeth Peck
*Katalina N. Perez
*Caryne Ruth Perrone
*Katherine L. Peters
*Emilia I. Pichango
*Zachary Brook Boudier Pindar
*Julia Anna Pineda
***Erica R. Poulin
*Kehi Elizabeth Prescott
*Cassidy Siarra Lillian Previtt
*Nerissa Ann Rampersad
*Melissa Caroline Ray
*Kadajiah Marie Reaves
*Taylor Maree Reaves
*Akhila K. Reckly
*Christina L. Redwine
*Alessandra Giavina Rekas
*Nadly Kisha Truly Renelus
*Rebecca Dawn Renelus
*Antoinette J. Richemond
*Renée Patrice Roberts
*Jessica A. Rosengold
***Kelsi Elizabeth Prescott
*Kristen Taylor Tietgens
*Victoria I. Toledo
*Madison Elizabeth Traverg
*Jordan Cristina Troxel
*Brinkley Alexis Trueheart
*Emily Daisy Tucker
*Caroline Valderson
*Natiana M. Vega
*Kayla L. Ventura
*Kaley Ann Walter
*Yi Wang
***Melissa Gwen Warnock
*Tyler Alysabeth Weaver
*Shelby Ann Weber
*Shane Melisa Wedeburn
*Lena R. Wedeen
*Paige Hamilton Wegener
***Hannah E. Weismann
*Erika Michelle Wert
*Johnathan W. White
*Ariel B. Witman
*Brooke A. Wiggins
*Katherine A. Wills
*Allison Y. Winepol
*Kristyn Marie Wong
*Camille Marie Wright
*Gizelle A. Young
*Tess Alexandra Zaccardi
What Makes a University Great? 

Some interesting facts about the University of Florida

Educational Excellence
UF is consistently ranked among the nation’s top universities: No. 14 in U.S. News & World Report “Top Public Universities” (2015); No. 2 in the Fiske Guide to Colleges' list of Best Buys Among Publics (2016); No. 14 on the Forbes' list of Best Public Universities (2015); and No. 7 on Washington Monthly magazine’s list of national universities that offer the best bang for the buck (2014).

Faculty
• UF has nearly 5,000 faculty members with distinguished records in teaching, research and service, including 36 Eminent Scholar chairs and 41 faculty elections to the National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, the Institute of Medicine or the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
• Awards include two Pulitzer Prizes, NASA’s top award for research, and the Smithsonian Institution’s conservation award.

Students
• Ninety-seven percent of incoming freshmen score above the national average (1500/21) on standardized exams. Students admitted for the fall 2015 freshman class had an average 4.3 GPA and an average SAT score of 1913.
• More than 1,285 International Baccalaureate students were enrolled in UF in March 2016. The freshman retention rate of 96 percent is among the highest in the country.
• Among AAU public universities, UF ranked first in master’s degrees and second in bachelor’s degrees awarded to Hispanic students in 2014.
• Sixty-seven percent of UF full-time freshmen graduate in four years, and 88 percent of UF freshmen graduate within six years (2008 cohort).
• Fiftysix percent of UF graduates leave the university with no student-loan debt. For the remaining students, their average indebtedness is about $21,028, as compared with the national average of over $28,000 (2014-15).
Chain of Office

The chain of office is an ornament worn with the president’s academic regalia symbolizing the authority and responsibilities incumbent with the office. The chain was presented in 2004 during the installation ceremony of President J. Bernard Machen. The medallion centerpiece is a 1.3-carat orange diamond engraved with the portraits, names and service years of the university’s 11 presidents. The Major Analytical Instruments Center at UF used ion beam engraving technology on the medallion. Also on the medallion are three .025-carat blue diamonds placed around the silhouette of the Century Tower and University Auditorium, signifying teaching, research and service. All four diamonds, donated by Gemesis Corp. of Sarasota, Florida, were grown using a process developed and patented by UF’s Department of Materials Science and Engineering.

Academic Mace

“Honoring the Past, Shaping the Future” was the signature of the University of Florida’s sesquicentennial celebration in 2003. It also was the inspiration for the ceremonial mace created and dedicated to mark this historic event. The mace dates back to the Middle Ages and symbolizes strength and authority; each is unique and reflects the values and characteristics of the institution. The university’s chief marshal, who leads all academic processions, carries the mace. Designed and crafted on the University of Florida campus, the mace artfully symbolizes those elements important to the university’s identity and history.

The 70-inch ceremonial staff combines traditional elements with modern styling. The stylized alligator rests on the globe signifying the University of Florida as an adaptable global leader in teaching, research and service. The four pillars supporting the globe represent the four original colleges; Agriculture, Engineering, Liberal Arts and Law. The cone holds the University of Florida Seal and words to the Alma Mater. The staff is carved from native cherry wood. The acorn finial depicts the adage “from tiny acorns mighty oaks do grow,” a commitment to life long learning. The brick pattern on the handle symbolizes higher education tradition and structure. Like the institution it represents, the mace is not static; growth and movement are expressed with loose rings engraved with the names of the university’s presidents and their years in office.

University of Florida Tassels

Fisher School of Accounting .................................................................................................................. Aqua
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences .......................................................................................... Maize
M.E. Rinker Sr. School of Construction Management ........................................................................ Drab
Warrington College of Business ........................................................................................................... Burnt Orange and Opal
Heavener School of Business ............................................................................................................... Drab
College of Dentistry .............................................................................................................................. Lilac
College of Design, Construction and Planning .................................................................................... Blue Violet
College of Education ............................................................................................................................ Light Blue
Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering ......................................................................................... Orange
College of the Arts ................................................................................................................................ Brown
The Graduate School .............................................................................................................................. Black
College of Health and Human Performance .......................................................................................... Sage Green
College of Journalism and Communications ....................................................................................... Black and White
Fredric G. Levin College of Law ........................................................................................................... Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Arts ............................................................................................ White
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Sciences .................................................................................... Gold Yellow
College of Medicine .............................................................................................................................. Green
College of Nursing ............................................................................................................................... Apricot
College of Pharmacy ............................................................................................................................. Olive Green
College of Public Health and Health Professions .............................................................................. Salmon
College of Veterinary Medicine ............................................................................................................ Gray

Diplomas

Diplomas will be mailed to the graduate’s permanent home mailing address in June 2016.
Caps and Gowns, An Explanation

The academic costume worn by graduating students and faculty at today’s commencement ceremonies evolved from a style of dress worn by members of guilds and religious orders in medieval times. The academic gown is worn by individuals who have earned a degree in higher education. In addition, hoods are worn by graduate degree candidates, but not by undergraduate degree candidates.

At the University of Florida, the lining of the hood has a blue chevron on an orange background to represent the university colors. University faculty members who hold degrees from another college or university wear the colors of their alma mater.

The velvet edging on the academic hood is the color that represents the particular degree held by the wearer. Agricultural and Life Sciences and Forest Resources and Conservation share maize edging; Design, Construction and Planning and Building Construction are blue violet; Audiology degrees have colonial blue edging; Business Administration and Accounting are drab; Dentistry is lilac; Education is light blue; Engineering degrees are represented by orange edging; Fine Arts degrees have brown edging; Health and Human Performance is sage green; Journalism and Communications is garnet; Law is purple; Liberal Arts is white and Liberal Sciences is gold yellow; Medicine is green; Music is pink; Natural Resources and Environment is antique gold; Nursing is apricot; Doctor of Pharmacy is olive; Philosophy is royal blue; Public Health degrees have salmon pink edging; Rehabilitation Counseling degrees have Nile green edging; and Veterinary Medicine is gray.

Distinctions among sleeves indicate the type of degree held by the wearer. A long, pointed sleeve indicates a bachelor’s degree, while a long, closed sleeve with a slit near the upper part of the arm designates a master’s degree. A round, open sleeve identifies a doctoral degree.

The doctoral costume also has velvet running on the rest of the gown, including cross bars on the sleeve. Colored tassels on the degree candidates’ caps indicate a candidate’s school or college.
Alma Mater

Florida, our Alma Mater
Thy glorious name we praise
All thy loyal sons and daughters
A joyous song shall raise.
Where palm and pine are blowing,
Where southern seas are flowing,
Shine forth thy noble Gothic walls,
Thy lovely vine-clad halls.
Neath the Orange and Blue victorious
Our love shall never fail.
There’s no other name so glorious—
All hail, Florida, Hail!

Milton Yeats